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MISSOURI IS

RACING IS

NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY

MORE

Special Correspond nee.
St. Petersburg. Aug. 23. There Is
no (Indication at the great, horserac-ingrounds at St. Petersburg or .Moscow that Russia is In a state of revolution. Everything Is being managed
this summer at the courses in the ordinary way, as If nothing was going
to try men's souls.
Rain Storm Does Much Dam onTwenty
races a day are being held
age In Kansas City and
at Moscow.
There are nearly 3,000
race horses quartered In the city, and
Along Missouri River.
the average attendance at the dally
meets is 40,00". The great Moscow
grand stand, which is the finest, in
Europe, erected at a cost of $750,000,
RELIEF
BUT
IS
accommodates 23,000 people, and is
almost, always full.
Almost all the
races
trotting,
Russians likEXCESS OF DESTRUCTION ing thisaremuch better the
than running.
The value of the rurses given during the meeting at Moscow is $450,000
at St. Petersburg, $(500,000. The
Packing Plants Get Much and and
smallest purse is $3"0 and the largest
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BAD DROUGHT

Long Needed Cleaning Out
of Their Filth.

'

Even Dead Were Disturbed.
At Elm wood cemetery serious damage was done. Practically the entire
cemetery grounds were flooded, and In
the lower ground a. strong current
was formed. This resulted in the
washing out of dozens of graves. At
least two hundred bodies were exposed.
Two brick buildings '.n the
outskirts of the city were undermined
and collapsed. They were unoccupied
and no one was hurt. A lumber yard
containing several thousand feet of
finished lumber was washed away. At
Kansas City, Kan., and Amourdale
and Argentine, Kan., much damage
was suffered by tbe railroads, and
the wholesale packing houses. Several
families had to be taken from their
homes by firemen. At Kansas City.
Kan., lightning wrecked the front of
the Slavonic Catholic church and a
small commission house was undermined and collapsed. The freight
houses of the Rock Island and Union
Pacific in the west bottoms were
flooded and traffic temporarily stop
ped. The shops of these roads were
also flooded and work was stopped for
an' hour or so.
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Was Killed But His Followers Firemen Are Overcome In At
Managed to Escape Withtack on Fire in
out Being Captured.
Paint Plant.
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MARCH IN PLACES THEY GO

,.
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nual state convention of the Ancient
Oi'ilt-- r of Hibernians opens litre today
and. judging from the crowds which
f the hotels
liuve taken possession
of tile city, the convention will
all fuimer s ate conventions of
the order in .Montana in number of
delegates. Tbe Indies' Auxiliary of
the order will also meet here today.
Both Conventions will last two days
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Havana, Aug.

OYSTER BAY SCENE OF YUMA COUNTY

j

GIRLS HAVE GERMANY EXAMINES ITS

LICANS PLEDGED TO

T

I

RESPECT THFHSFIVFS

JOINTUR E

SLAUGHTER HOUSES

IT

AND BAKERIES

On Question of Negro Soldiers Nine Delegates Elected to Re j From All Others Telephone Conditions Are Not Any Imat Brownsville. Texas.
publican Convention in j. Girls Strike tta Chicago
provement Over Those In
f
and Other Points.
Favor of Statehood.
Bervuisft ppmiiiwi
This Country.
j
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REUNION

ADJOURNMENT

x.

SIX FROM APACHE ARE

TO PASS THROUGH

ALLEY

i

FOR JOINT STATEHOOD

WHERE WERE INSULTED

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Tucson, Aug. 23. Hon. Thos. F.
Wilson has Just received Information
that the republicans of Yuma county,
In convention, elected nine delegates
to the territorial republican convention, and in favor of joint statehood,
and who are pledged to vote that way.
Mr. Wilson also heard from Apache
county and the republicans' of that
county elected six delegates to the
territorial convention who are also
pledged to support joint statehood.
The territorial republican convention will convene at Blsbee September
t
6, and it is a certainty that the
statehood people will have a
fight on their hands to capture the
convention, because things are looking brighter and rosier for the Joint
statehood advocates.

Chicago,
Aug.
23. Two hundred
telephone girls employed In the Central exchange of the Chicago Telephone company struck today, badly
crippling the service. The cause of
the strike was an order Issued by the
company directing that the girls of
the "central" enter the building
through a rear door. This door entered a passageway MO feet long.
There are three saloons on the alley
and the girls declared they were annoyed by hangers-oof those places.
One hundred and fifty other girls
struck within an hour of the first
strike. Seven thousand phones In the
business district were put out of commission.

anti-join-

IS NOW AF

Btrlin, Auj,. 23. The government
medical department has issued a report on the sanitary condition of Prussian bakeries and slaughter nouses,
to which newspapers are giving sensational prominence. The report says
that many butchtring establishments
were found in a very unclean condition. Soma of them were located In
dark cellars where cleanliness was
and others had no facilities
for the employes to wash themselves.
The government found particularly ob
jectionable conditions in the bakeries. In one town boys kneeded dough
with their feet, and one bakery was
Inhabited by cats aud hens. In another
town the bakery even served in the
Interim as a goose pen. Many baker
fes were found In close proximity to
unsanitary appurtenances. One baker
admitted that his floor and vats were
scrubbed only once a year.
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BROKERAGE

ARE CHIEF
OFFENDERS ON THE LIST

BAKERIES

COMPANY

CONNECTICUT

TER TUBE DELIVERY

IE TO THE

WALL

New
forty-firs-

company.
Transmission
Prominent
business men of Chicago and Pitta-bur- g
are said to be behind the promoters of the plan. They propose to
construct and ojierale a pneumatic
tube transmission line connecting the
freight dejMits, department
stores,
newspaper offices and similar shipping headquarters.
The
pneumatic relay tube system will be
used. The inventors and manufacturers are said to be ready to give a peual
bond to guarantee the absolute practicability, utility and economy of this
method. It is claimed that this system Is much cheaper" than others,
and therefore Its success here is believed to be certain.
While t'ie branches proposed will
ultimately touch all the Important looints,
he
cal freight distributing
first tube will connect the east and
the down town sections.
The tube
proposed Is 5tj inches In diameter,
giving it a large carrying capacity.
It is exptcted that It will greatly relieve the congested condition of the
streets iu the business center of the
d

city.

TAFOYA

ARRESTED
IN

CITY

OE RATON

The United Statf.s marshal' office'
here has been advised of the unest!
Raton,
of MaxiniiUiano Tafoya, at
yesterday. wintd here oil a charge
oi Woiatiiu the Kdiiiunil.i a
Deputy I'nited Stat.s Marnuil Cooper 'it lat night for Raton wi'h a
wairMiit for Tafoya, and is expected to
arrive In the city with his prisoner tomorrow night or Saturday.
i

t

INFANTRY

HAVE A REUNION
Haven, Conn., Aug. 23. The
annual reunion of the Twen-

tieth Connecticut Volunteer Infantry
Is being helV today at Savin Rock.
An unusually interesting program has
been prepared for the occasion and
some prominent speakers will address
The business meeting
the viterans.
was held this morning and was followed by a dinner. The afternoon will
be devoted to a social gathering.

New York, Aug. 23. The BrokerPittsburg,
Pa., Aug. 23 C.
R.
Moore, F. J. Rubly, O. E. Hallam, C. age offices of M. J. Sage & company
in this city and in Jersey
lty, which
C. Peters and John J. Fitzgerald
suspended business yesterday aftertoday to Governor Peunypacker noon, wtre visited today by a large
for a charter for the Pittsburg Tube number of patrons and its agents in

OF

BURTONS AND ROBINSONS
Warren. Me., Aug. 23. The Burton and Robinson families are hold-iiitheir annual reunion at Fair Oaks,
on the line of the R. T. & C. street
railway, today. The attendance is
large, and among those present are
President Charles Smith of Rockland. F:rst Vice president A. Moore
of Thoiiiastown, Second Vice President t'. Fred Hilt, Amelia Harrinian.
I.eander Robinson and wife. Mansfield
Robinson and many others.

j

other cities, who wanted to know
what the company intended to do
about settling accounts. It Is said
the concern has 25,000 accounts MRS. ROMERO
to bo adjusted throughout the country.
According to one report the losses will
amount to

MONUMENT

23.

Chicago, Aug. 23. This city Is evidently to have no relief from the heat
wave during the next twelve hours.
The mercury at 9 o'clock this morn-In- s;
was 85, two degrees higher
at the same hour yesterday. than
Two
deaths were reported before 9 o'clock.
Even Firemen
Thirteen firemen were either overcome by smoke or lnlured n
ni,
sions while fighting fire in the paint
mwumacmriug piant of John Lucaa
early today. The fire, which Is believed to have started from annnlina.
ous combustion, caused a property
loss or It.5,000.
Grand Juries Adjourn.
The grand Jury of investigation for
the Standard Oil met today and heard
eviuences irom lour witnesses and
then adjourned until Monday morning.
No Indictments were returned
The second Brand Jurv. after hnr.
ing the same wltnHsea
tht. a
Jury, also adjourned until Mondav.
'
MINING ACTIVITY
NEAR LORDSBURQ.
Chris Yeaeer ia In Ki Tn art trrn
Lordsburg, where he Is mining, and
reports considerable activity in the
camps thereabout.
He is connected
with the Comstock mine and RAva tha,
company Is Just arranging to put two
anuts or. men to work.
He says the North American mine is
taking out three cars of Conner Hllvnr
ore a week and Robert & Leahy are
luiiing
out aoout two cars from their
so- - mine.
The Superior mine will start up
shortly, he says. This is controlled by;
El Pasoans, Including D. W. Reckhart,
Pete Wehmef and Contractor O'Con- nor. i
MISS LEIGHTON WILL
The Davis mine, controlled by Pennsylvania people, wIU start up in a
BE GIVEN BENEFIT short time. Tbe owners have just
raised 125,000 to put into the mine
and will begin making Improvements
soon. This mine ia five miles southCASINO WILL BE SCENE OF CON
west of Lordsburg.
CERTS AND DANCES TILL
Mr. Yeager has been mining in this
FAIR TIME THINGS DOsection for twenty years. About a
ING THEREAFTER.
year ago he sold a Valuable turquoise
mine in the Jarllla district to eastern
Although
the Lylllan Lelehton people.
Stock company has closed its engagement at tbe Casino and disbanded, the COMPLETING PLANS FOR
Casino will not be closed, but will be
A NEW DRY DOCK
kept open as usual with the buffet
Washington,
D. C, Aug. 23. Tha
service in order and will be the audi Bureau of Yards and Docks is comtorlum of free band concerts and pleting the plans for the only dry
dances on stated occasions during the uock authorized by congress at the
weeks ,between now and the fair. Af- late session, tnat intended for the
ter the fair an entirely new order of navy yard at Puget Sound. The
borthings will be in vogue at the Casino. ings for the structure are now being
New theatrical material Is going to be made at. the ' Bremerton
establishbrought in and the promise Is that ment, the location of the dock being
offerings of a better class than any- near the present dock. The plans,
thing of the past will be made.
which have not been approved, as to
The disbanding
of the Lylllan present dimensions, will be among
Leighton btock company came as the the largest In the world. The length
result of a run of bad business. For of the dock will be 750 feet, and the
several weeics things with the com depth 37 feet. Much Interest attaches
pany have been going from bad to to the dock on account of the demands
worse and Miss Leighton has been likely to be mado tipon the 'structure
keeping the show going under the and the yard shops by returning vesmost adverse circumstances, knowing sels of the Pacific and Asiatic staall the time that it was a losing prop- tions. The friends of the Mare Island
osition, with the material she had to navy yard are fearful that it means
work with.
the withdrawal from that yard of
1 nave ssnt at the rate of 110 a much
of the work which has always
week on telegrams trying to get tal gone to Vallejo. The completion of
ent," said Miss Leighton telling of her the big dock at Bremerton will place
trouble, "But It s no use. The season the navy yard there on a secure footis opening la the eatt now and good ing, and will add greatly to the value
show people will not coifle this far of the plant for naval repair work.
west. I have had people sent to me Incidentally It will mean a great boom
from Denver and paid their raii.-oafor Puget Sound.
fare, but they were no good. I have
exhausted all my resources and now NE WYORK SOCIETY
I have got to let go."
CIRCUS THIS AFTERNOON
On Sunday night a benefit perform
New York, Aug. i3. The first perance will be given for Miss leighton formance of the annual Society Cirat the Casino ny local people, who cus, under the auspices of the Frankvoluntarily tender their services. If lin Athleltc Club will be held on the
Miss Leighton, who Is quite 111 today, club grounds at Van Nest this afteris able by Sunday, she will appear noon. For many weeks preparations
at the lx?neflt in her own behalf. If have been made for this event and
the present plans of the affair are car it Is said that this years' circus will
ried out, the benefit performance will be much larger and more interesting
be the best seen at the Casino for than uuy one of its predecessors.
many weeks. This fact coupled with There will be a performance every
the fact that Miss Leighton Is deserV' afternoon and evening in the big tent
ing of a lift, should draw a large erected for that purpose. The carnicrowd out to the benefit.
val will last three days. There ia also
a side show tent, a freak tent, a
SOCIALISTS INVITE
dressing room tent, and a large stage
BRYAN TO A DEBATE and band stand.
In addition to the
Cincinnati, Aug. 23. An invitation amateur acts ten professional acts
to William J. Bryan to debate in this will be ottered at every performance.
city September 9 on the question of
socialism with some representative ST. JOHN FAMILY
MEETS AT XENIA, O.
socialist of the party was today mailed
Xenia. O., Aug. 23. The seventh
to Mr. Bryan at New York by Nicholas annual
reunion of the descendants of
Klein, state secretary of the party.
and Anna Lockwood St. John
The invitation was given because of John
being held tday in the old famBryan's utterances on socialism while If
ily homestead, seven miles southeast
abroad.
from here.
Members of the family
from ah parts of the country are presOLD LADY PRESENT
AT FAMILY REUNION ent.
Hartford, Conn.. Aug. 23. NVarly LELAND STANFORD
two hundred members of Lie Hotoh-klsUNIVERSITY RESUMES
family are taking part in the
Palo Alto. Calif.. Aug. 23. The
twenty-sixtannual family reunion, work of repairing the damage done by
which Is being held today, at Lake the earthquake
comis practically
Coiupotinee.
The oldest Hitchklss de- plied,
nd work iu all departments
scendant present was Mrs. Charles of the I.elunl Stanfard University
Yale of Meriden, Conn., who Is U9 was begun today. The attendance is
years old.
nailer thi-- i In former years.

General Bandera,
in th Ha
vana province, who recently headed
u monism uana and began operating against the government, was killed early this morning In an encounter
with the rural guards.
Not One Was Captured.
The fight with Bandera's band occurred at 3 o'clock thlB morning. A
force of 100 mounted rural guards,
which for three days had been seeking
to surround the Insurgents, finally
succeeded after tha
mander pitched his camp for the
j.wo or his followers were
uiKot.
killed but not one was captured.
Troops on Trail of Insurgents.
A force of rural guards and volunteers has left Cienfuegos to engage
uu insurgents wno nave lert Las Iji-junder command of Colonel Guzman, mayor of that town. Tha
tary of state and acting minister of
the interior definitely resigned from
the cabinet today. General Andrade,
speaker of the house, formerly secretary of the interior, ia slated for the
Interior portfolio temnornrilv.
nn.
eral Andrade Is one of the most vigor
ous supporters or the government.
No Blood Was Spilled.
There was no blood nhoH mt ih n.
cupation of San Juan, according to re
ports just received. A small force of
rural guards, which held the town,
fled at the approach f the insurgents.
insurgents occupy Town.
The lnsUTKent forces, rnmmnnilnd
by Pino Guerrera, have captured San
Juan de Martinez, termlnnn nf the
western railroad, and have occupied
me town ana tne railroad station.

the famous neirro leader

.

FAMILY

MEET AT ANACONDA
Anaconda, Mont.. Aug. 23. Tile an-

u

j

ht

HIBERNIANS

AND TAKE

Government Forces Flee Before Standard OH Gets a Respite Be
the Insurgents Without Firing
cause of the Hot Weather.
Even a Single Gun.
THI Next Monday.

Fit

i--

MEET

4

EUROPE'S FINEST. GRAND STAND.
The grand stand at ths Moscow race track cost $750,000, seats 25,000, and Is the finest in Europe.
tracks are Frank Clayton and his eon
William Clayton, Frank Starr. Harris
Brown and Fred Keyes.
Russia has a peculiar system of
handicapping the horses. They ale
not penalized In accordance with
their records, but strictly according
.5
;1
to the amount of money they have
won. This system has been adopted
M
to permit every owner to have a oe
casional win, and it is one of the rea- sons wliy the sport is so popular.
American horse blood is 'way to the
front on the Russian tracks. Breeders
by crossing Russian and American
animals are securing what they call
a half breed American, which Is show
t ing itself
far superior to full blooded
Start of $13,000 trotting derby which was won by an American half- - breed horse driven jy Wm. Clayton.
Russian racers.

WITH

fiUUuTHES

6
:i

The Moscow Racing club is the
richest In Europe. It secures a 10
per cent share of all bets, and it
spends an immense amount of money
yearly In keeping up and redecorating
its property.
The leading trainers nd Jockeys In
Russia are Americans. Among the
Americans who have gained wealth
by piloting horses round the Russian

E

ON CHICAGO

TWO
!

Packing Houses Cleaned.
Water entered the basements of the
packing plants of Armour & Company,
Swift & Company and senwartz & PINCHOT ALSO ARRIVED
Sulzbacher. and it was necessary to TO CONSULT OVER
FORESTRY
pump it out. The water drained off
quickly, however, and the damage
was slight. At Argentine families were
Oyster Bay, Aug. 23. Brigadier
forced from their homes but soon re
General
Belli chief oi staff of the
turned.
army, and Gifford Pinchot, cntef of
SOME DAMAGE WAS
the forestry bureau, were In consultaDONE AT ST. JOSEPH
St. Joseph, Aug. 23. Heavy rains tion with President Roosevelt at Sagatoday.
todav broke the drought that was do more
Ing much damage to corn and late
General Bell said lie came ab the
fruit. Railroads and bridges were suggestion of General Aiusworth, miliwashed out in many places and build' tary secretary, in order that the war
Ings in process of erection were dan department might know exactly the
aged.
president's ideas and desires regarding the difficulty at Brownsville, Tex.,
between the colored troops and the
LAWYERS IN SESSION
residents of that place. He said that
the colored troops had been replaced
a company of white soldiers. This
AT CLOUDCROFT by
action had been taken in compliance
with a telegraphic request from tne
state officials. It was desirable, he
ATTENDANCE QUITE LARGE AD said, to discuss the whole situation
DRESSES BY ATTORNEYS
with the president before any further
MANN AND PRINCE.
action was taken. Pinchot said he
came to discuss the forestry situation
with the president. Both expect to reSpecial to The Evening Citizen.
Cloudcroft, N. M., August 23. The turn to Washington today.
attendance at today s session of the
Territorial Bar association was larger LARGE INSURANCE
LOSS IS ADJUSTED
than at any previous meetings of the
association in several years.
San Francisco, Aug. 23. The insuropened yesterday ance loss on the Palace hotel building
The meeting
morning, with President W. A. Haw has been adjusted at fl.3U2.610.22.
kins presiding. Associate Justice Ed This Is said to be the largest loss upon,
ward A. Mann of the Sixth Judicial a single risk ever adjusted in this
district, delivered the address of wel country. It being distributed among
come.
ninety-eigcompanies. The damage
The report of Secretary R. II. Han done by the earthquake was estimated
na showed the association to be in at about 8 per cent.
a more flourishing condition than ever
liefore in Its history. The increase In
E- membership the past two years has A
been over bO per cent.
Among some of the prominent' men
IN THE CITY DITCH
of the territory who are present to
day are uoveruor Herbert J. Hager
man. the guest of honor of the bar
association, and
L. Brad
As an example of some of the hideford Prince, who at yesterday's ses ous monsters that no doubt Infest the
sion delivered a memorial address In dark recesses of the noisome city
memory of the departed members, ditch, a reptile, measuring over six
eulogizing the late Judge Tuley of Inches In length and of a greenish
Chicago, who was a memlxr of the hue, with legs projecting numerously
New Mexico association In the early from
either side of its body, commoniUS.
ly
as a centipede, was left at
Attorneys A. U. McMillen and W. Theknown
Evening Citizen office today by
B. Childers have arrived here and one
the city officials who captured
are attending today's session, as rep- him of
taking an observation stroll
resentatives from Albuquerque. At- alongwhile
the banks of the acequia.
torney Dobson, who was to have been
The centipede, equipped with a
the third representative from Albu- head, a tail, two feelers, twenty joints
querque, Is not in aUeudanee, having and forty legs,
and two short, hornbeen detaiiud, it is said, by a press of like points, growing out of his head,
business.
which, acting In the capacity of hypoThe election of officers occurs to- dermic needles, Inject the venotu of
day, and all liusiness of the associa- the reptile Into its
enemies whom it
tion will be wound up. The members may attack, gives one a slight Idea of
rebegin
depart
their
for
to
here will
the many unnamable thlims to be
spective homes tonight.
found in that famous city ditch.

m h.

IN CUBA

I

$13 000.

Kansas City. Aug. 23. A terrific
rain storm prevailed In Kansas City
and this vicinity early today, causing
more or less serious damage. In
Kansas City 5.93 inches of water fell,
making the record for the time of
three hours and a half. Low lying
lands were. flooded and the police arid
fire departments were called upon to
rescue persons In the north end of
town and in tne east and west bottoms where water entered many small
houses.

MONTANA
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ITALIANS
FOR COMPOSER VERDI
New York. Aug. 23 The Municipal INTERMENT WILL BE MADE AT
Art Commission has approved the deTOME CEMETERY NEXT
sign for a monument to be erected iy
SATURDAY.
the Italians of the Cnlted ritates to
the coniiKiser, Verdi. Twenty thousAfter a protracted Illness of more
and dollars has been raised by the
a year, Mrs. Felicltas Romero, tiu
Italian newspaper. II Progresso It&lo-- ' jthan
years of age and a member of one of
Americano, and the
U now on
oldest and best known families of
the way from Italy to New York. the
Moses Herman, conn issioner of parks the Rio Grande valley, passed away
last night at her home at Peralta,
for Manhattan a. id Richmond, has 'Bright'
disease being the cause of her
given permission, in the absence in
Europe of Samuel Parsons, the land- demise.
The deceased was a widow of the
scape archittct of the department, for
in
the erection of the monument in the ll'lacido Romero, who was drowned
Rio Grande at Peralta In 1893,
center of the triangle bounded by the was
the mother of Andreas Ho- 72nd and 73rd streets, the Boulevard and
Sulazar, of this
and l'nh avenue. The unveiling will mero and Mrs. J. Jose
M. Kuna of Ixs Lu- )clry, anil Mrs.
'ake place on October 12.
which will be In
The sculptor Is C. Pasqualn Civll-e't- i hum. The O.funeral,
W. Strong's Sons of this
of
charge
In
mid
Palermo
his
studio
of
will take place from the home at
then his work was approved by a city,
U o'clock Saturday
morning. The pall
Progresos
by
II
appointed
committee
cotnirising
William bearers will bo Uoleslo Romero, Jesus
Mwlitou
ll.nry Bishop, the
consul in F. Sanchez, Jesus Salazar,
Palermo; (iuisseppe i. I. aura, mayor Otero, P. Sanchez and Jose E. Chaves.
of Palermo, ami Professors
Ernesto Interment will be made in the old
Hasile jnd (Juiseppe Damain, archi ceme'ery at Tome.
BY

j

An..-rlca-

n

as

ik.

tects. Tne monument Is twenty-fivfiet high and has been executed in SENECA FALLS HAS
"OLD HOME" DAY
Catrara marble. It Is a group of five
Seneca Falls. N. Y., Aug. 23. Today
figures, depicting Verdi and his operatic creations. " Otello," "Aida." is "Seneca Falls Day," the principal
day of the Old Home Week of this
"Falstaff" md "II Trovotore.'
village. There will be a big parade
Spelter.
St. Louis Wool Market.
ami several thousand visitors are
St I.ouis. Aug. 'J ! Spelter, quiet,
St. Imis, A'ig. 23
here to see the parade and take
Wool steady;
5.!0.
unchanged.
pjr' in the following ct lebrutiou.
e

)

Over-corn-

s

Lead and Copper.

New York, Aug. 23

per, quiet, unchanged.

l.faj aud

cop-

ALBUQUERQUE
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be referred to.

Hut there have prob-

! rntoAM fnr Iranaar. Woa tkraaca tha
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THE DRUG STORE
WHERE QUALITY

9

PRICE

2

EXCEEDS

-

2

I

V

RE-

J

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

I

205 East 'Railroad

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

the man who fhouid be working for youT
wouid gladly lend you moneyT
the mao
.vQ3
wrul J like to buy your hors?
the n.'in
the man who would buy an Interest In your busIneMT
the man who would buy that lot of ground?
the maa who would buy your old bicycle?

l
rt

Ave.

-

ALBUQUERQUE

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

fU
V
Tl f
ft

Full Set of Teeth

Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

$6
fl.50 up
50c
Painless Extracting.

WW

Capitol and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, 'phone
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
WAVihUA small'second hand safe, $200.
Loans are quickly made and
must be cneap. Address J. A., Citistrictly private. Time: One month
zen office.
to one year given. Goods remain in
once, girl to learn your possession. Our rates are reasonWANTED-A-t
dressmaking. Mrs. C. E. Starr, 513 able. Call and see us before borrowWest Copper avenue.
ing.
THE! HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED A good woman cook to
cook only one meal a day. Good Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
cook.
wages. Must be first-claExtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation, and Solicit
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
German or Swede preferred.
New Accounts Capital. $150,000.00.
315
Railroad
middle-ageWest
Are.
steady
WANTED A
PRIVATE OFFICES.
woman to do cooking and general
Open Evwilng.
housework. Apply or addres Mat-theOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Jersey Dnlry, Albuquerqus.
Solomon Luna, President: W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- 3
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
J
Johnson Asst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J C.
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
men Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cralwell.
south of viaduct. Sena address and
LAWYERS.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
man, who
WANTED A middle-ageDEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.
Ira M. Bond.
the work, to take
understands
AT LAW, 32 F street
charge of lawn and grounds at a ATTORNEY
N.
W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Good wages and board
patents, copyrights, caveats,
to right party. German preferred. lands,
patents, trade marks, claims.
Call at The Citizen office for partic- letter
R. W. D. Bryan.
ulars.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
FOR RENT.
que, N. M. Office, First National
FOR RENT Furnished room. In Bank building.
quire 220 South Edith street.
E. W. Dobaon.
JaUKTQUERQUB, N. U.
t'OH REN'i oil SALE The new 3- ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom- roorn house at 814 South Arno st well block. Albuquerque, N. M. ,
Payment $12 per month. Address
ZMreetas.
DENTISTS.
Highlands, Citizen on.ee.
w0811
PeMet
rooms
FOR RENT Three furnished
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
.Tie PreaMeat
for light housekeeping. 418 North
Dental Surgeon.
ANcKX
Caatolar
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Second street.
K. A. FROST
rttstsit Cashier
FOR RENT Pleasant rooms In mod the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
..,
....
.
i
lMim ....mum. ...aa
l.
ern house. Private board. No. 124 Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mati.
South. Edith street.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
FOR RENT Elegant furnished room;
No. 30fi Hnllrnnd nvpnno
nfflre
close in, respectable; no Invalids;
AvthOllMl Cfepttal
ai l iaaa aaamr, .HM,M1N
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:i p. m.; 1:30
cheap. No. 410 South Arno street,
U Caekal, fturptas aa4 PreAta
Paid
p.
9,00.Ot
& p. m.
m.
to
462.
Ap
Telephone
house; bathT
FOR RENT A
electric light and other modern con pomtments made by mall
Depository ttr Atcnlaea, Topes
ttasta
Railway Oompaay
"DR. BrM.VVILLIAMS,
veniences. 624 West Tljeras ave
nue.
Dentist.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
Office on Railroad avenue, over
In city; fixtures
and everything
'Phone, Auto 203.
ready for business. Apply to Con
PHYSICIANS.
solidated Liquor Co.
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
DR. R. L. HUST.
rooms, 2, 3, or 4 rooms; quite re
Office,
N. T. Armljo ' Bldg.
spectable; convenient.
916 South
Tuberculosis
treated with
Broadway.
Electrical
Current and
FOR RENT Furnioiied front room ; Germicide. Treatments given each
outside entrance;
also furnished day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
shaded tent, with or without board nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
506 South Arno street.
DR. W. G. 6HADRACH.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
at the Minneapolis house, with or
Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe
without housekeeping, fl per week
Office, 313
lines.
coast
up.
West RailAlbuquerque, N. M.
and
FOR RENT Houses, 3 to 5 rooms; road avenue.
modern; also rooms for house p. Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
m.
keeping. W. H. McMilllon, real es
AND
tate broker, 211 West Gold avenue
UNDERTAKER.
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage Auto, 'phone
Colo., Red 115.
316.
flats, one to five rooms. Very nice
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit Commercial A. BORDERS.
Club Building. Black
tenants. Mrs. Norris, No. 110 East
and White Hearse, $5.
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR 6ALE.
FOR SALE Elegant" Knabe piano in
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllng-ford- .
perfect condition. Apply 512 South
Rooms
Barnett building,
uroauway.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
FOR SALEAG-roorooming "house,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
cheap. Over Farr's market, South
Lmtfr Mmmd
Second street
J. R. Farwell.
Envelope
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR SALE Second hand butirv and
Momd
Note
harness; alBO saddle. W. H. Mc- NOTARY PUBLIC.
.muiicm. 211 West Gold avenue.
Program
Thos. K. D. IWaddison.
FOR SAiE Bicycle and general re
Invltmtlonm
Office witk W. B. Chllders, 117 West
pair snop with fine set of tools;
Catalog- Gold
avenue.
good paying business.
Porterfield
Blank Book
Co., 110 Gold avenue.
VETERINARIAN.
Rmealpt Book
FOR SALE Soda Fountain. T. J.
Dr.
F.
L.
Schneider.
Topham.
Office, 424 North Second street
TOR SALE
A handsome Hardman Phones Auto., 311; Colo.,
In other word
piano, in fine condition and almost Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.Black 35.
Rooms
he
we turn
new, at a bargain.
For particuRODERICK STOVER, E. E.
everything
lars, call at this office.
printer knew
My general store. Rare Electrical and Mechanical
FOR SALE
Engineer.
how to do .
chance for some one to secure an
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
established business.
Address, P, Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
M.. Pueblitos, N. M.
906 West Railroad
avenue. AutoFOR SALfJ A well established gen matic 'phone, 179.
VO f
eral merchandise store, doing good
EXAMINER
OF TITLES.
business, in good country town;
good reasons
for selling; store
H. R. WHITING,
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 1873. O
building and dwelling for rent or No. 119 South Second Street,
First
sale. p. o. box 218
National Bank building.
0
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
at a bargain. Must h sold Portv- Examiner and abstracter of land
four rooms, all newly furnished, titles, including those of Spanish and
painted and papered. The best pay- Mexican origin.
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
TEACHER OF PIANO.
olfer acceptable. Call or address C.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
Miss Fay C. Leonard, studio 707
Albuquerque, N. M.
North First street. Primary nunlls a
Carrks the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
FOR SALE One BufTalo scale. 1 specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties inIn the Southwest.
marble counter, 1 ice box. capacity terested write or call.
1 ton. 1 Ice machine,
power
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
engine, 1
power boiler, 2
AND
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
esreens, 7 cents per foot.
Window
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage
A home made door, with trimmings.
RAILROAD AVENUE.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
stuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony for $1.25.
Mlchelbach's, Old Town.
making
We are
window screens all
FOR SALE General
merchandise mortised together, and as strong as
7
a
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
door, for
cents a square foot. A
business on the El Paso and Southor
that
western In eastern ' New Mexico. screen door,
any
will
shipped
in here
outlast
door
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
are simply a "terra Incognita" to the
man who never tried them. If we fit
for right party. Can ex- from the cast, together with trim
Tor
mings,
plain good reason for selling. I
11.25.
up a bath-tufor you as It should be
we
regular
shop
made
make the
cality healthiest In New Mexico. Adequipped namely, with a shower atscreen
cost,
always
doors
that have
dress Inquiries to this paper.
tachment, the comfort, coolness and
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
Dyspepsia is our national ailment.
summer days and night will make yon
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Burdock Blood Bitters Is the national
our friends tor life. Ask us about
cure for it. It strengthens stomach
PLANING MILL CO.
prices.
o
membranes, promotes flow of digestive
If you want results In advertising
We carry the finest line of garden,
Juices, purifies the blood, builds you
try an Evening Citizen want ad.
up.
hose in the city.

MONEY to LOAN

ss

d

ALL

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

GUAR-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

Jl0"1"

National League.

At Chicago

SILVER CITY RECEIVES DESIGNA
TION FOR TERRITORY OF
NEW MEXICO.

R. H. E.

Chicago
4 10 2
Philadelphia
3 7 2
Taylor
Batteries
Kllng;
and
Sharks and Dooln.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
St. Louis
Boston
Batteries Karger and Marshan;
Young and Needham.
At Pittsbur- gR. H. E.
Pittsburg
2 6 3
New York
i 9 2
Batteries Willis and Gibson; Mat- ihewson and Bowerman.
At Cincinnati
R. H. E.
Cincinnati
4
6 0
Brooklyn
1
W2
Batteries Fraser,
Welmer, Hall
and Schlel; Scanlon and Bergen.

The United States recruitine- nfflre
which was established In Silver City
some time ano and which ha hwn
closed for about a week, has been re
opened as a permanent station, the
same neing in charge of J. Vickery
Langhorn of the general recruiting
service branch of the United statp
army, says the Independent. He ar
rived in tne city on Sunday's train,
having come here from El Paso, at
which point and also at Dallas and
Fort Worth, Texas, he has served In
the recruiting service for a number
of years. New Mexico Is entitled to
one prmanent recruiting station, and
American League.
onver city Das Deen selected as posAt Boston
R. H. E.
sessing as many If not more advant- Boston
3 G 2
Four years ago a number of gentle- ages than any other point.
'.
Detroit
2 8 4
men, who through sad experience had
Batteries Young
and Carrlgan:
Summer Diarrhoea in Children.
been awakened to the full horror of
During the hot weatu r nf tho sum. Donohue and Payne.
the great "white plague," to the pitiAt Philadelphia
R. H. E.
ful condition of thousands of its vic- mer montus the first unnatural loose- St. Louis
3 10 4
ness
a
of
child's
bowels
tims, who upon Investigation
should
have
found
Philadelphia
5 9 1
that out of two million consumptives Immediate attention.
Spencer:
Batteries Pelty
and
In our land, only a few had a fighting the disease before It incomes serious. Coakley,
Coombs,
Waddell
and
chance for life, undertook the estab- ah that Is necessary ia n fow itnim Schreck.
cf
Chamberlain's
Colic,
Cholera
and
lishment of a sanatorium for the care
At New York
R.'H. E.
and cureof this disease. 'Two mil- Diarrhoea Remedv follow Prl hv ft dnna Chicago
6 6 0
of
castor
oil
to
cleanse
system.
the
lion consumptives In America, the disNew York
1 7 1
u.
ttev.
M.
pastor
Htockland,
of
the Batteries Walsh
ease causing the death of
Sullivan:
and
M. E. churcu, kittle Falls, Minn.,
first
of Its population! Our work has only writes: vVe have used ChnmtiPrlaln'o Chesbro, Clarkson and Thomas.
commenced," said Mr. Edison. 'Having Colic, Cholera
Second game
R. H. E.
and Diarrhoea Remedy
entered the good fight, let us finish for several
11 13 G
years and find It a very Chicago
the course. Let us redeem our prom- vaiuaoie remedy, especially for sum- New York
6 9 A
ise to the afflicted of our land.' So he mer disorders In children." Sold hv nil
Batteries Owen and Towne: Hogg.
and hia associates began at once plans druggists.
Griffith and McGuire.
for a sanatorium for the benefit of
At Washington
R. H. E.
Washington
the public at large, culminating In the CHAIRMAN BURSUM
4 5 0
organization of the American
0 4 1
VISITS SILVER CITY Cleveland
sanatorium, for whlc,h Mr. EdBatteries Smith
Hon. H. O. HurRUm rhnlrmon nf lha
and
Warner:
ison Individually secured a fund of territorial reDubllcan central mmmli. Bernhardt and Bemis.
5590,000 as a beginning. The sanator- tee of New Mexico, was a visitor in
Western League.
ium hag been located near the beauti- auver city between trains WednesAt Sioux City
R. H. E
ful little city of Alamogordo. It is day afternoon RAVI tho lnitonpmlont
City
bioux
10 14 4
generally admitted by eminent medica' While his presence here was on a
8 15 5
experts that the climate of New Mex- business mission he nevertheless found Wnver
Batteries Jarrott,
Newlln
and
ico and Arizona Is better suited to the time to consult with the local leaders
Hess; Engle. Adams. Wright and Zatreatment, cure or arrest of consump- concerning the political situation In lusky.
tion than any other part of the world, mis section. Chairman Bursum statf
Omaha
R. H. E.
and no other part of this territory sur- ed that a meeting of the territorial re- DesAt Moines
13 9 0
passes In advantages the vicinity of publican central committee had been
15 5
Alamogordo. The site chosen for the called at Albuquerque Wednesday, Omaha
Batteries Gillen and Dexter; Douge
permanent buildings is ideal In every September 5, for the purpose of callway. Its altitude of 4,300 feet above ing and setting a day for the meeting and uondlng.
At Lincoln
R. H. E.
sea level Is best adapted to the treat- of the republican convention to nom- - Lincoln
,
2 8 1
ment of a majority of cases, while iimiw a candidate tor a delegate to the
0 2 0
within a few miles camps may be es- sixtieth congress of the United States. Pueblo
Batteries Eyler and Zlnran; Stim- Mr. Bursum is a stronir advnrntn nf mel
tablished at altitudes ranging from
and Rvnicker.
4,500 to 9,0(10 feet."
Joint statehood. He says:
American Association.
"Give our npnnla
At St. Paul
and they will take care of themselves; St. Paul
2
give mem tnat and witn the great re- Louisville
12
sources nf tho now at at a thou
noo.l
At Minneapolis
AND REPTILE BITES to ask no favors and will not go beg- Minneapolis
1
ging to congress, to the national ad- Indianapolis
o
anyone
ministration, or to
else; what
In Self uefense
THEY ARE NOT HALF SO BAD AS is Justly due to them will come in
course
of time and no human agency Major Ilanini, editor and manager of
MANY PEOPLE
can prevent it."
the Constitutionalist, Emmlnence, Ky.,
BELIEVE.
when he was fiercely attacked, four
A Mystery Solved.
The dangers to human life from the
years ago, by plies, bought a box of
to
keep
"How
periodic
off
of
attacks
bites and stings of poisonous reptllts
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, of wtlcn he
found In the southwest are very mucn biliousness and haultual constipation says: "it cured me in ten
and
a
was
mystery
King's
Dr.
New
that
no trouble since." Quickest bealer of
overestimated by the general public,
Pills
I.lfe
solved
me,"
for
writes
John
particularly those who have never
burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c
lived in the southwest. It is a belief N. Pleasaut. of Magnolia. Ind. The at all druggists.
only
pills
are
to
guaranteed
give
that
among many
o
that the centiGive us your ROUGH DRY work,
pede, the tarantula, tho Gila monster, periect satisfaction to everybody or
money
refunded,
unly
25c
Monday,
all
get
at
and
is back Wednesday.
the scorpion and a score of other repImperial Laundry Co.
v
tiles and Insects of various long scientific nanus are sure death to those
who encounter them. Tho facta are
that about the only really dangerous
No woman's happi
things that New Mexico and Arizona
ness'can be complete
have are the rattlesnake and the
without children ; it
skunk. The former is comis her nature to love
mon to almost the entire I'nited
States, outside of the cities, and the
and want them
skunk Is found In many countries beas much so as it is
side tne two territories.
to love the beauThe Gila monster is authentically
tiful and nure.
credited with quite a number of vic- The critical ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass,
tims, but it; is not a very dangerous
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
animal, for the reason that it seldom however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
NOTICE TO SUM- bites anybody unless It Is captured very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
TO STOCK
FOR NEXT WINTER.
MER WANDERERS.
and teased until It U made to bite in necessity for the reproduction of life to beeither painful or dangerous.
W. H. HAHN & CC.
and then in many cases The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
Have The Evening Citizen for- the victim Buffers but sllehtly If the that it is safely passed without uny danger.
'
Try a Citizen Want ad.
warded to your address when
This great and wonderful
wound Is properly cared for. The taryou go away on your vacation.
antula Is said to lie sure dealt), but rcineuy is always ap- If you are no
MEN AND WGMEH.
a paid up sub- 1
I
who ever heard of a tarantula biting plied externally, and
t'to Ilig u fr unnatural
scriber, please let us know when
anybody? There may be occasional in- lias carried thousands
rfist
naliuua,
you order the paper forwarded, 4
l.'lltitt.uti, or
ralluua
stances, but there is none on record of women through the
i I tuieiur,.
Si M
rnccoua niri ibranva.
and alo let us "know if you de-In these parts. The t,ting of the scor- trying crisis without suffering.
Tatuir, anl mil aatllp
sire It stopped at your home ad- - H
Til'MEvillsCHfM.CAlPj.
or ttii.oiiuut.
pion is so common as to excite no
dress. Be careful to give post- for frc book ennlaimiiK inforuttloa
Mold by Druca'tsla.
comment unless the victim be an Inor taut la pi4:n wrapper, if office, hotel or street address, in
aaprr-aagets
his
fant and the Insect
under
tf1.00. or 1 prepaid,79. luff V all cases.
The Brsdfield Regulator Co., Atlant
rmllltl'
clothes and stings him repeatedly. In
Circular Hut vu
-
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DANK INSTITUTIONS

&q Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you
witn cmimes and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessory
to Youv Prosperity"

taa-ml- l

The following Is reproduced from
Ihe Central Review of July, 1906, and
will give our readers some Information as to what is being done towards
the establishment of the great sanatorium at this place.
great movements are
"Whether
spasmodic eruptions of society bringing to the surface men of genius
whether especially selected men originate and push to completion grand
enterprises or whether real substantial progress Is a leaven slowly permeating the hearts and minds of the
poeple, is a question of cause and effect and concerns the student of sociology.
We know that necessity
brings us time and again face to face
with obstacles that must be overcome
work that must be "done battles
that must be won. Our energies, like
aa unorganized army, await a master
band to combine and direct its forces.
Silently but surely Providence has
with us and when the hour
"of crisis strikes a leader has been

THUSDAY, AUGUST

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Highland

Daily

wound been as serious as a beo sting,
and In no case has It ben fatal. So
far as can be ascertained, no mature
person ever died from the sting of a
scorpion, though In a few cases where
the wound penetrated a largo blood
tTJNIONl 111 A
vessel the patient has suffered intensely.
The sting of the centipede Is rare,
Offldtl Paper of Bernalillo County and probably not a dozen cases have
City or Albuquerque.
occurred In these parts in as many
years, and It Is not of record that
Dlipttchaj.
f Nm Afto
anyliody ever died from a centipede's
Urp CKy v4 County ClrciiliMa.
sting. The usual result Is the malting
Tat Urmt Ntw Hnlc. ClmitiHwa,
lirgait NrMwr AriTOM Clrevlitlra. of a bad wound, followed sometimes
by a sloughing of the adjacent flesh,
TIKMI OPyaar8UBCmPTION! W and probably. If neglected, blood pois
IS.
a) J Tnc
StaCr ar aaaU, an
on might ensue. But the wound could
.M
feasor W Mil. W atonth
tOO scarcely prove fatal If given attention
Waafcar a avail, ana war
judging by the observation of the in
Qmtly by Carrier, 60c per month cidents of the past. A case of centi
pede stinging Is recorded by the Flor-Tva Itwim Cmm win b. dslfrarad In tha rvnee, Arizona, DIade as follows:
rat of W anta par weak. ar for V
Mr at tfca
"James Davis of Kelvin came down
aata Bar BMath, wkaa paid monthly.
a week ago Friday, for medical treat
AJrirtlilsj Iitet Hide Koof n on Ippllcatloa ment, having been bitten by a eentlnede the evening before. He had gone
m wBI aaafar faer by nntlfrtnc
u to
bed, and some time in tno early
af Dm paper.
aaaaaiiatalr aa aar
pan of the evening the ceptlpede had
AS tattara an4 ramittanraa ahould ba addimiii ta
raa (mm
niiuraim uohpamt. ararta, taken a notion to become James bed'
ah aria. aaatorfrUa and axprcaa anonay ardara fellow for the night, but James got
aarabM to IM araar af to. too rough
and the centipede tackled
Mm for revenge. He was In a sort of
stupor
a time following toe bite,
Colorado 15 having for
Avtomafle 183
no power to use his limbs, but
It lasted only a short time and he rot
up and applied ammonia. This was
all he did until he arrived here. The
AMERICA HAS 2,000sting was on the back, right over the
Kidneys, and there was a spot several
inches in clrcumrerence, black and
blistered. The doooi bled the wound
and applied medicines and Mr. Davis
was allowed to return the same day
This shatters the theory that a centi
deadly poison Into the
GreatWhite Plague Destroying pede Injects
person It- stings. Mr. Davis would not
Large Percent of Country's
take whiskey which Is supposed to
be good In such
but was perPopulation.
suaded to drink a oouple of glasses of
beer. The centipede waa a large one,
being fllOHt eight inches long."
To this is might well be added that
ALAMOGORDOS SANITARIUM
there Is nothing marvelous about Mr.
Davis being persuaded to take two
of beer. There are hundreds of
New Mexico the Ideal Climate In glases
men in this city who could be persuaded to take a half dozen glasses of
Which to Fight the
beer without being stung ny anything
Dread Disease.
unless it was their own conscience.
I

CITIZEN.

that case death has been known to
ensue In various instances that might

ably been hundreds of people stung
Hi Weekly ly
by scorpions in the two territories
Tke Citizen Publishing Company this year, and In few cases has tne

tOM

EVENING

Standard Plumbing andlHeating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

.T.

C.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERji
PAINT Covers more, loous best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILLiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

THURSDAY, AUGU8T"23,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

B. S. RDDEY'S

Now to

OPEN LETTER

Arizona-Contai-

CITIZEN.

PACE THREK

lQ)s(uiMe YsMSa HuHomiey

0

Albuquerque is going to grow, and grow fast, millions of dollars worth of improvements are being lined up and soon be under way. If you want to get in on the ground
floor buy some of these beautiful 50 foot lots in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only $5.00 down $5.00 per monthno interest
Call at Office for illustrated booklet, or free automobile ride to the property.

ON JOINTURE
To People of

EVENING

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

ns

Unalterable Facts
and Figures.

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

First National Bank Building

if
four more.

Enemies of Jointure are amusing in New Mexico to notice
New Mexico has about seven
to those amounts. Do you realize that
of sheep, a million and a half of
Arizona, In the news- foreigners In Arizona, who have not
tnere Is no restriction upon freight
a
Angora
goats,
years
million
papers which they own or control, a been naturalized but a few
half
or passenger rates . the laws of
quantities
?
of other either territory that amounts to
lot of falsehoods a!out New Mexico talking about the American citizen of million horses and
Do you know that it Is a great
and its people, hoping thus to fill the Spanish blood In New Mexico. Let live stock, which is more than twice
New Mex- consideration to railroad corporations
And the Benefits That Will Accrue minds of the voters of Arizona with me tell yon riiother fact about Ari- as much as Arizona owns.
prejudice, so taat they will not listen zona population. The big corpora- ico has a coal area as big as the en- to be free from state control over Blx
a
to Both Territories
to reason on the subject of Jointure. tions that run the mines, smelters, tire state of New York, while
hundred and fifty miles in an east and
not
of that west direction from their trunk lines,
industries
brought
and
are
have
has
other
being
people
lou
told
the
that
Thereby
large
numbers
of working amount. New Mexico has Immense between California and Kansas and
of New Mexico are "Mexicans" and In
"Greasers. ' (even that offensive term peop'e, and when yea ler.l; at the iron beds, while Arizona has but few. Texas? Do you know that New Mexbeing
and illiterate, and that census, and pay rolls, you will find Both territories have immense timber ico returns aliout forty million dolSan Juan, forto Rico, Aug. 14. 1906. they allused),
speak Spanish and that they that the nnn'es are latpoly ccmprised tracts, and immense saw mills, new lars' worth of property all told for
Tucson,
Hughes,
Ariz.:
Hon. L. C.
are corrupt, and that the territory and of Hungarians, Poles, Russians,' Ital- Mexico produces every mineral that taxation out of nearly four hundred
As the fates its counues are bankrupt; that the ians, Bohemians,
Germans,
Irish, Arizona does, but Arizona at present-vastl- million dollars' worth of property that
My Dear Governor:
willed it that I should be here in territory um nothing modern In it, French and all other sorts of foreign
outranKS her in copper and the territory has, and that Arizona rePorto Rioo, now, I feel that I should that It has no schools, churches or names and the largest per cent of gold.
New Mexico has more than turns less than fifty million dollars'
not fail to do what I can to carry In civilization, but that it is a benighted, which are either foreigners or naturali- twice the quantity of agricultural land worth of property out of more than
to effect for the benefit of the people backward, foreign country which It zed citizens. There are thirty thous- that Arizona das, and has many times five hundred millions of dollars worth
of Arizona and New Mexico the work would be an outrage to tack onto and Indians counted In Arizona's pop- as much land as Arizona has that can which it easily posseses? I era saywhich yourself and other patriotic civilized Arizona. Of course, only the ulation of a hundred and seventy-fi- t
be cultivated without irrigation. City ing nothing against railroads, aa such,
citizens of Arizona and New Mexico uninformed listen to such falsehood thousand, so that It can be safely for city, town ior town, and village althought I could, with truth, if I
have so steadfastly aided me In carry and slander. Let me tell you some- stated that there is not today in Ari- for village, without counting any of wanted to, as to their doing In New
ing on so strenuously for the past six thing about New Mexico, and as 1 zona to exceed sixty thousand born the "Mexican" towns within its bor Mexico and Arizona. Even now they
or seven years; that is. the statehood have made a life study of it and have citizens from the states. That as- ders. New Mexico outrank Arizona, pay quite their full share of taxes,
question. The only way I can do lived there a quarter of a century, tonishes you, doesn't it? If I were a and has many to spare, and those but it is the whole system that is
this until perhaps late in the fall, travelled over it, and had to get these gambler, I would wager you that you New Mexico towns, cities and villages wrong. Every year the big mine own
when I may be home for a little while, facts to show to congress, It will be will find it almost true if you look are In every way as civilized and as ers carry away from Arizona bullion
is to write you this letter, which I do admitted iuat I ought to know tne the question up. Do you suppose, modern, and as
and pos- of almost the value of the entire tax
entirely from memory, as I have no truth. New Mexico has about twice then, that congress would let such a sess every evidence of modern pro- return of the territory, and pay not
data here, which I sincerely hope the oppulatlon of Arizona. It has small community as that, however gress equal to, and in many instances one cent ot tax upon it. What do you
your enthusiasm for the cause and about three hundred and fifty thous i gh Its class, Into tne Union as a superior to the places in Arizona. think of that? The big cattlemen, in
your desire to do the best for the peo- and people. Of this number slightly state, considering recent public sen- Against Arizona's Tucson, Phoenix, both territories, with few exceptions,
ple of Arizona will Induce you to pub over two hundred thousand are peo timent, within the life time of any Douglas, Blsbee, Prescott, Globe. St. are against Jointure. They do not
ple rrom the states and their de- child now living In Arizona?
lish In your splendid newspaper.
It is Johns, Jerome, Florence, MorencI, want the new state to select its
Knowing, as I do, that the present scendants, that is, "Americans," so- - nonsense to even think that congress. Duncan. Flagstaff, Wlnslow, King- twenty millions of acres of land out
time is critical In the history of the caiied. Something near one hundred win do so. It will not. I have talked man, Yuma. Solomonvllle, Benson, of the public domain for the benefit
people of New Mexico and Arizona, I and fifty thousand are American citi to more representative men on that Tombstone. Ash Fork, Tempe,
of schools and charge them a pasture
do implore them to throw all preju zens of Spanish descent, 'ihese citi- fuhjeot than an ether person, and I
Low, rent for it; they would rather have
Show
Springervllle,
dices aside, and as sensible citizens zens, save a few in the extreme south- know w'oai 1 am ta'.k'n? alout. Let Roosevelt, Seligman, Paradise,
the pas tire free, as they now have it.
to investigate for themselves Individ ern end of the terrjtory, are not. the me tell the good people of Arizona
Fellow citizens, the tax question
Fairbanks,
Jerome Junction,
peons or half-breeually this great question of joint stateIn- anoth-.fact: The sfl.f'fnrnr of the Mineral Par, and other places, New and tax burdens in New Mexico and
hood of the two territories.
If, after dians who largely people northwest- I't'iis in t :
,i faat chancing. Mexico puts Albuquerque, New Las Arizona are an unspeakable outrage,
doing so, fairly and Impartially, and ern Mexico, south of Arizona, and They realize that the public lands be Vegas, Roswell.
Carlsbad, Alamo-gord- no one can Justfy the conditions that
weighing tae advantages and bless thousands of whom have drifted up long to the nation; that the cash in
Raton, exist, and, what is more, no one tries
Silver City, Demlng,
ings of Jointure, and the disadvant- into Arizona, but the largest per cent the treasury belongs to the nation; Gallup, Lincoln, Santa Rosa, Springer, to. As showing the control, whether
ages, if it bas any,any citizen sees fit of them are descendants of the orig that the people in the states, who own Aztec, Farmlngton,
by sheer domination
or otherwise,
Tucumcarl,
to vote against it, then none can find inal conquistadores.
Most of them, this land and who own this money,
Ellzabethtown. Capitan. Frutt-lan- that the big corporations have In New
any fault with him, because every per certainly every one of them less than ought to keep It for themselves, and
Dawson, Plnos Altos, tvordsburg, Mexico and Arizona, I state to you
son has a right to his own opinion 58 years of age, is a born American I am therefore sure that never again and other places, and has left over that you may look through the sumay
Others
disagree with him, but citizen, because New Mexico has been In the history of this nation will a Santa Fe, with 10,000 people, old Las preme court report of each of the
that is all. It is my honest belief under our flag since 1846, and hence new state, coming Into the Union, ue Vegas, with b.000 people. Mora, with territories, through every volume,
that if every voter in Arizona will these citizens of Spanish descent given any public land or any cash 3.000, Taos, with 3,000, TIerra Ama-rlll- from beginning to end, without findlook Into , that question with the have never known any government out of the treasury.
El Rlto, Cerrlllos, Waturous, ing a single decision that amounts to
The people.
same care that he would look Into but that of a territorial form of gov through congress will say: "If you Wagon Mound, Socorro, Los Lunaa, a row of pins against a railroad or
any important matter in his own af ernment under the United States flag. are fit to govern yourselves you ought Belen, Las Cruces, San Rafael, San other great corporation. This is too
fairs, that he will see nothing but More than half of them speak Eng to be able to pay your own bills. We Mateo, Berna.illo, Wlllard, Eprls,
remarkable a fact to be the result of
good In it, and will surely cast his lish, as well as Spanish, and there Is will k?ep the public land for public
Stanton, Hanover, Santa mere chance, and, of course, no man
Fort
Tote for it. I have some right to this hardly anybody In the territory but use, and will keep the public cash Rita, Rodey, Columbus, Stein's Pass, can tell me that it s mere chance,
opinion; I have given more time and wnat can speak some English. There for public benefit." If a new bill Is Ramah, San Antonio, San Marclal, even admitting all the ability of the
effort to the question, and worked are twenty-fivcounties
In the presented at the next congress or any Malaga. MacMlllan, Tres Pledras, San great men in both territories who
harder and spent more of my little territory, and only in nine counties is subsequent congress for the admis- Pedro, Goldtn, Torrance, Kennedy, have managed and now manage cormeans to get the provisions put in the majority of the people of Spanish sion of either of these territories, sep- Lamy, Texlco, Clayton, Folsom, Val- porate affairs. There are a thousanu
the bill that are there, and to bring descent.
In those nine counties arately or even Jointly, no cash and ley, Cimarron, Costilla, Chama. Park- details in this same line that I might
aoout us passage, than any other ner Spanish Is the prevailing language no land would be given to them.
I am view and dozens of other hamlets, all go into, but I have given you enough
on, without exception, in proportion In the towns and villages, but, of morally certain of this. It is now or over
the territory. So that. It can to show you that the two territories
course, thousands of people also speak never with us, to accept the bill that be seen
to what I possess.
that if there was anything are throttled into suffocation by presLet no citizen of Arizona deceive English there. In the other sixteen we were lucky enough to get passed in the scare
of "Mexican Domination" ent conditions, and that they can only
himself with the idea that Arizona can counties Spanish is seldom heard at this last congress, only to prevent de- which the enemies of Joint statehood be freed with greatest profit to the
get Into the Lnlon as a separate state all, and an Interpreter In the courts feating Oklahoma. If it were not for in Arizona are raising, as to New people, by accepting this great chance
in his lifetime. Sentiment In the east is never necessary, save once In a the battle I made three congresses Mexico, it, in fact, does not exist. The wnlch I have worked so hard to get
has entirely changed. No more states while, when a Spanish witness hap- ego, when I secured
these donations, truth Is as you can see, there ere two for tne people of both territories, and
of small population will be admitted, pens to be called. The county rec- we could not have obtained
donations of three times as many "Americans' which they can vote upon on NovemCongress is not sitting up nights to ords and the district court records this last congress.
as ber the Cth, next. Do you think aat
from the states in New Mexico
grant any sort of statehood to either and proceedings and the probate
there is n Arizona; and there Is trom there was any argument that appealed
New Mexico or Arizona. Oklahoma court proceedings are all kent in Kne It Consider all these things before 35,000
thousand up more "Americans" to the minds of sensible men against
is too late.
If you vote against
has nearly six times the population of lish In every county all over the ter
New Mexico today, than there is putting New Mexico and Arizona toArizona. Indian Territory hae also ritory. New Mexico now has more Jointure on November the 6th this in
patrimony of your children will population ot every kind put to- gether as well as putting Oklahoma
six times tne population of Arizona than two and onehalf millions of dol great
Now put your and Indian Territory together? There
be
lost
forever. You will have for- gether In Arizona.
lars
deof
and each
Invested In educational institu
these territories has
with New Mex- was no argument. Nothing but ue
veloped resources of Immense value tions and school buildings. It has a ever cast away the 1250,000 a year in- American population
population
ico's
American
and con- power of the corporations In congress
on
terest
five
the
million
dollars
that
one
nne
of
Either
them is about as large as
lot of public buildings, it possessminority
a
sider
what
small
the Mex- made It possible to force this separate
your
would
come
have
children.
to
es
Ohi6,
yet, although they
the state of
a fine capltol, a penitentiary, an in
New
Arizona, vote on the question of Jointure in
Mexico
icans
of
and
I
Friends,
think
not
do
have
that
lought as hard for it as could be, sane asylum, a school of mines, an
New
Arizona, so as to
congress refused to admit either of agricultural college, two Immense nor told you these facts about Arizona to when put together, will be In reality. give Mexico and
a cnance to defeat it,
Arizona
disparge
your
splendid
right
a
or
Who
to
be
scared?
territory
It
has
them into the Union separately; and mal scnoois, a great university,
a
it will be done. The special in
"Ameri and
when the sensible people of those miners' hospital, a reform school, a your good people in the least, on the does seem that the
terests
can bring about that end. No
contrary;
your
I
cans
have
praised
terripeople
are
to
ought
who
be
the
great territories realized that the day aear and dumb asylum, five or six
separate
vote was put between
such
tory
your
scared,
good
of
out
people
In
too
they
have
and
and
but
much
had passed when they could get Into great hospitals, a military institute,
Oklahoma and indlan Territory, yet
the Union separately, they acqulsced as big as the University, and in some congress, and I believed what I said. sense to be scared by American dom- thousands of people down there wishIn the inevitable, and are coming in of its larger cities it has from one to I do It simply to prevent you from ination; they are better citizens than ed it two years ago. Every labor un
yourselves. It is often quite those who were atraid of them, it
io the Union with two millions of six great common and high schools deceiving
ion in New Mexico and Arizona to a
people as a population, and with re that are equal to those in the city of as necessary for a people to look in seems. They have not' dominated man,
ought to vote for jointure. Every
sources that will outrank Kansas Boston.
It has churches of all de- the glass at themselves, collectively, New Mexico in any evil way; "Amer- father of a family in either territory
from the very start.
nominations In the cities and a church as It Is for an individual to do so. icans" get along with them In New ought to vote for Jointure.
Every
It must be remembered that more in every hamlet from one end of the A thousand times have congressmen Mexico all right, and why canaot the patriot within the confines of either
than three hundred thousand people territory to the other. In most of and senators told me that they did "Americans" of both territories get Jurisdiction
ought to take oft hla coat
in Indian Territory were firm .n the'r tne American towns and In some of pot care a rap for New Mexico or along .with the "Mexicans" of both
for jointure every moment
opposition to Jointure, even up to lyst tne native towns, instead of the Arizona, and that they did not pro- territories, when it Is made into one and work
is left in which to work.
tan.
church being the most important pose to have the senatorial votes of large state? The truth is, friends in that
Every corporation having
My republican friends on the r
building. It Is now coming to pass mat the millions of people from their own Arizona, that the enemies of jointure, In Arizona or New Mexico, Interests
if they
In congress, in my op'jion, the school house Is the most con- states offset and nullfied by the sen- like that fish in the sea that throws
look at this question in the
have deprived that new state of spicuous. The territory collect and atorial votes of any more rotten bor- outn Ink from Its body to cloud the would
light, ought to employ all their
its due proportion of representation; spends for education ever year in one oughs of small populations in fhe water so that it can hide in the dark- proper
power to carry the election for Joint
it gets but five members of the house way and another more than a million west. "Why, we have more people, ness, are trying to scare you with all ure. Let
none of them charge me
when I firmly believe that it is en- dollars, it has seventy-fivthous- three times over, in a single ward this lander about New Mexico, when with having any thing against them,
my
city,"
of
they
me,
some
themselves
no
eight
know
said
of
or
to
them
titled to
that it has
ten besides Its sen- and school children to Arizona's
ators, in about a year five splendid thirty thousand, a larger proportion "than you have In your entire terri- foundation. Just to keep you from save that I object to their methods
the difficulties that have beset
citizens ot that new commonwealth attend school In New Mexico than do tory, Mr. Rodey." And it was true. seeing how the special interests have I knowpaths;
I
know how petty of
their
will walk down the central aisle of in Arizona.
It simply amuses the I think I know every argument that you throttled.
politicians
ficials
have bled them;
and
can
be
You
why
great
to
the national hosse of representatives, people of New Mexico to hear the
ask
made
cornorathe
that sort of stateand after experiencing the pleasure people from Arizona boast of their ment, and I have made Jt a thousand tlons, such as rallroada, mine owners, I know of the combination that was
of unbounded applause from the floor superior clvlliztalon and their super- times in our defense, but what Is the smelter truBts, big cattle men and made against them and the bluffs that
are put up against them by un
and "galleries and Leing greeted with ior Institutions
over New Mexico. use? The representatives of the peo- other proprietors of great Industrie
meu in power, and there
a shower of flowers, will raise their We all admit and admire Arizona's ple in the states nave the power, we oppose jointure? I will tell you scrupulous
hands and take the oath as the first civilisation anl progress but we do in the territories have none. If we First, they are short sighted and sev- Is often self protection in what they
do. Two wrongs never make a right,
representatives
of "Oklahoma the not consider it superior to our own. had no other reason for wanting to erally, things suit them now; they
Great." An opportunity is offered for I have of necessity looked up a good come Into the Union now than at this have the best of it. They are atraid If the" great interests of New Mexico
f
two splendid citizens of the southwest many things about Arizona so as to present time, we can get this splen- that a
people in the new and Arizona will only use
to be there at the same time enjoy- present the facts to congress In the did donation of money and land, state will make them bear a moderate the effort and money that they use
now to keep the territories as they
ing equal pleasure, and with equal great fight for statehood
I have easily worth a million and a half and Just proportion of the public bur- are, to help bring
joint staterights as the first representatives of made, and I think I know that
more about dollars a year to us, and that at no dens. They know that congress Is hood, and to help about
frame and adopt
the second state In the Union In area, Arizona than thousands ot its own future time we can get, it would be too busy to pay any attention to a
"Arizona the Great.
Win it come to citizens do who have never looked sufficient to warrant every father of a territory; that officials in a territory, a good constitution, and to help elect
pass, or will the people of New Mex- over the matter. Let me tell you a family to vote and work for Jointure. wno are appointed rrom Washington, honest men to office, who will give
ico and Arizona refuse to take this few of the facts. Arizona has today
You have been told, many times, have no fear of the voters In the ter them in common with all others, "a
tide in their political lives at its not to exceed a hundred and seventy-fiv- e through the newspapers that are fight- ritory. Hence, they know that all square deal," the new state will be
flood?
thousand people In population. ing Jointure that New Mexico wants they have to do with the territory is Indeed a commonwealth to be proud
Never in the history of this coun- IX not be astonished if I tell you that to saddle ils debt upon you. How io Keep congress from making tnem of. It Is strange to me, that the man
try has such beneflclent terms been more than a quarter of Its citizens silly that statemnet Is. New Mexico states, and they will control the of- agers of the great interests do not
offered to the people of a proposed are of Spanish decent. If you doubt ha twice the population that Arizona ficials and the legislators in each of see this in its proper light; the ieo- ple'g Interests are really their Inter
new state as are contained In the this take your great registers
for has, counting every dollar of every the terrltorUs by influence or other
Hamilton Rodey enabling act. Let me every county In Arizona. They con-lai- kind and character that it owes, that wise. Have you stopped to think that ests, and they ought to be wise
tell you what this bill contains:
It
the names of voters only, and If Is territorial, county and municipal there Is more than a thousand miles enough to see It. The great Interests
donates to the new state something you count the Spanish names you will debts. It still owes nearly half a mil- of finished railroads in Arizona that of every community ought to be a
They
over twenty millions of acres of land find that they run from five per cent lion less than Arizona owes. Take Is exempt from taxation for many blessing Instead ol a curse.
for our public buildings. Institutions in some counties to as high as sixty the reports of the governors of each years yet. and nearly seven nundred ought to lie the guides of the people,
ought to exist between
anl schools. It gives us as an Invio- per cent Spanish in others, the latter, of the territorii s that was made last miks In New Mexico, also exempt, If and friendship
late school fund five millions of dol- of course, being in those counties fall to the secretary of the interior they remain territories? Have you labor and capital everywhere, and it
lars in cash. It gives us two agri- ordering on New Mexico. A citizen and you will find this 'o be true. Ari- stopped to think that the trunk lines surely would if each would but regard
cultural colleges, two United States of Arizona and myself did that last zona owes, all told, a little more than of railways In New Mexico and Art the rights of the other.
W'hi never corporations and Individcourts, two members of the house of winter so as to get the date for a three millions of dollars, and New zona, Heretofore, ior years, paid no
representatives
two
and
United senator to use in a speech. You have Mexico owes, less cash In nand. a lit- taxes at ail, and since they began to uals "rentier ' unto Caesar that which
then all will be happy.
is Caesar's,
Arizona as now several
States senators.
newspapers
paid only
published in tle less than two millions. The com- pay lia
the
have always believed that the bribe
iMiunded elects one of those members Spanish In Arizona. Right in the city bined debts of the
two territories, amount that the same railroads
of congress and will probably elect of Phoenix as late as last January, when organized as a btate, will not
they go into California on the giver is worse than the bribe taker.
one f the senators; it also has one the Hoard of Health found it necs-ir- exeted four millions of dollars, that wes', and Colorado, Kansas or 'lexas Tba- the t'liipter is worse than the
of the United States courts.
to publish a health ordinance la is, as a sta e, and while this will not on the fast? Have you. Btopped tothink
The
(Continued on page four.)
aiit al Is fixed at Santa Fe, in New English and Spanish, and one of the include any of New Mexico's county that In New Mexico, according to the
.B' xico. until il.', and after tUat big placards was exhibited
territory
debts,
the
winbecause
secretary
report
has
of
not
Interior,
of
the
t.ie
date the people of the state will put ter on the fiooi of i he UnitedlatStates assumed them, and the state will not Kt a very low valuation, there is nearMOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
it where they please.
You are all senate during the debate.
n dollars worth of
This Is have them to pay, I' will include Ari- ly a hundred ni
well iHwted as to the provisions of nothing against Arizona; these citl-z- . zona's county
overturn Waknei,
because Arizona operating railroel, and that It ly on
Uril iiti ouiWtfltdtc.Uit TveIrrvu.
3v
viKur
us ore jus; e
trie bill, so that it Is not nectssary to
an J LmiwhIi " itits) of rmiiMtiuav-t- l
good as anybody has assumed them. New Mexico, as the tax roll for less than ten millions
" i iitsy ftit " I, He
u
say in in li about that. In the roust
else, and I am only telling you just to a territory, does not owe over three- - of dollars, anil fiat out of seventy-fivkuvrri"
l It irlt at wonikntioutl atUiitif it
Vrl"Mit-nAmi Ixil) No
convention, which is to frame how ym, ih.it ;:tiz. ns of Spanish
ol ordain
quarters of a million of dollars, and
millions of dollars' worth In Arif,,kiKwu
wonim
.
the constitution.
do Injury to no country, ami she bas pulbic institutions enough to zona there is but six and a hair millwill
Mexico
New
tx
l'nioii ilu rrut--lif- niuala
a
1 pt to tx
rniihave six
delegates and Arizona you have them among you and you more than equal that now In actual ion dollars' worth of railroad on the
il'urf.
NiM hj sJrutfw I .
mull.
forty-four- .
K0TT C HEMICAL CO ..'U,u.
Arizona gets two more find no fault; we have them in New value. Arizona owes neirly a million
ron. That is, in each territory
than it is entitled to, and perhap Mexico and are proud of them. It is and a quarter.
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J. D. Eakln, President.
G. GiomI, Vice President
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Liquor Co.

Successors to
and BACHECHI & GIOMI.

MELINI

& EAKIN,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. SuHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

Wick-enbur-

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to motion.
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Chas. MelinI, Secretary
O. Bachecht, Treasurer.
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WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

AS A SPECIAL

Mots

Roofing

Albtqaerque, New Mexico

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
$21.00. Terms, $5 cash and 14 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gm Range, No.
922.50.
Ttrma, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's auoBcrlp-tio- a
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
excaptlonal offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric

Light and Power Go.

CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

& CO.
J. H. O'REILLY
DRUGGISTS1
sm

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citi-ze- h
because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
ot
&
read.

'ALBUQUERQUE

pa&e Four.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

WHERE THE AMERICAN
TAKES SUMMER VACATION

Published Dally and Weekly.

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

W. ft. 8TRICKLER,

President.
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From many sections of the country come reports
In fast increasing numbers are taking
to the farms for their summer vacations.
A Chicago manufacturer Is quoted as saving that ho
is weary of letting the young men of his office staff go
to summer resort hotels, where they grow tired instead
of rested, where they fall Into worse habits than they
kept at home, and where they are greatly deprived of
vigor, discipline and moral tone Instead of being restored to good form. He Is tempting as many of them
as he can to avoid the frequented resorts and spend
their vacation time quietly in secluded places where they
escape from the rattle and dirt and Confusion of the
city and find real rest for brain and nerves as well as
for the body.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.
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Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clotliii,

ON JOINTURE
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(Continued From Page Three.)
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empted. The nuin who litiys a vote IB
Is infinitely more corrupt than the
poor devil whu sells it. If the big inHeadquarters Republican Territorial Central Committee,
terests would cc.e aiding corrupt
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to any thinking man, that If New
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merit continued patronage.
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should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
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onstrated that every corporation and
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quested to be present In person, as matters of great
planning of rnment. organized under this en
and overcoats for small andlarger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
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a
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It Is a favorable sign of the times that the glitter easily be returned new state governmethods. You will be welcome at our store always.
taxation, under the
STATEHOOD PROVISION
.
and glare of the summer resort Is beginning to wear off ment Beven hundred millions of dolOpponents of Joint statehood are telling the dear and that the restful, wholesome quiet of the farms, wun lars worth or. nronerty and taxes at
people in many parts of the territory that those who simple food, pure water and sweet air, tempt steadily the rate of a naif oi 1 per cent on that
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can not speak or understand the English language will Increasing thousands out of the hot and noisy cities.
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dollars
should
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There is a finger beckoning in the hills and a voice annuany.
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new state self supporting.
proposition and 'Who are evidently of the belief that manles are getting ready to light their torches in the also shown that a moderate franchise
everything, no matter how unfair and how untrue, is fair embers of the dying summer; the birds have broken ujl tax will sustain the state, and that,
In politics. The fact of the matter Is that there Is but housekeeping and are at frolic with their families In therefore, the- people of the new state
any
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New Mexico than there are voters of
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ail practical purposes, save for the and hopes to the people of both terrielection of a congressman, and to de- tories, I am
The "Road of a Thousand Wonders," probably the
Since 1702, when the dime was established, to the fine the Jurisdiction of the United
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LOCOMOTIVE WITH EUROPE
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bacher, nominee for Insurance commissioner, declined
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she is giving up all to New Mexico.
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There will be hearts in New Mexico
the nominations. The reason for declining by the two
As yet comparatively little has been done iu the in which beats blood that comes down
men are eutiiely different. Hemphill declined because
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populist party should not have made any nominations operation of locomotives which is unknown here. The Ico that their territory must lose Its
French are a generation in advance of us In locomotive name forever, and adopt that of Art
No. 103 North Flrtt mtroot
but should have endorsed the democratic nominees.
operation. In Fiance, locomotive engineers use devices zona but the powers that be have?
Per Gallon
Me'xie'o reluctantly
Quite a large number of ttie sculi as double valve gears and variable exhaust nozzles, willed it, and
New Mexico Sum
Special Price on Large Orders
employes on the government work are in ignorance of which we do not intrust to our engineers and firemen. acquiesced.
I know that i( my friend Hughes
what becomes of the thousands of dollars paid In as In England, the miali number of locomotive failures on
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this, and much depends upon those who are now fitting ment wilh the idea that because the
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it In Arizona, and have managed to Colo, phone, Black, 298.
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u Las Vegas, predicts that Joint statehood will but wherever they are their preparation must be thorfew,
get a few newspapers and only a
PENNY PARLOR, 216Ja South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
A Citizen Classified ui is a good
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CALL FROM KEV. W. W. HAVENS

d

John

Leaves Unpaid
Bills as a Monument to
His Memory.

FOUR GETS

Chief of Police McMIIli n. vhn him
bee nabsent from
city for the nast
quest of temperance workers of both two weeks, returnedthefrom Long
Uench,
New Mexico and Arizona for a con- calif., this morning,
he has been
vention, to consider matters of general visiting his wife andwhere
family. He re- . ...
interest to the great cause, Rev. W nnrfs thnf f Uvrnnn
W. Havens
superintendent,
of the the coast for to "
0? hep health
A few days ago, acting upon

New

Mexico-Arizon- a

Anti-S-

the

a

oon

a

Anti-Saloo- n

Rev. Havens has established home
and headquarters at 902 South Edith
street, where he would be pleased to
have all temperance workers call, look
over the records and see for themselves the good being accomplished
by the
league and temperance workers in the two southwestern
territories.
Anti-Saloo-

ACKERMAN

FOR

S600

Contractor John Hart, it Is under
stood, has taken French leave for
parts unknown, and as a result Frank
Ackerman, for whom Hart erected
some buildings, is out several hundred
dollars, as are a numter of other
who had trusted to
Hart's honesty and integrity.
Hart, after building the Ackerman
houses, and securing the full amount
due him therefore, left unpaid some
$600 for lumber used in the houses,
and Mr. Ackerman filed suit against
nart tor that amount. He will nrob- ahly get Judgment, but getting the
$000 Is another proposition.
Just why Albuquerque contractors.
who have all enjoyed a season of
prosperity here for the past five years,
during which time business In build
ing lines has been unprecedentedly
heavy, should go astray, and why so
many should have left the town, leav
ing many unpaid bills behind, can not
be reasonably accounted for.
But a short time ago Contractor
Carnahan left between sundown and
sunup, bills galore, worthless checks
and notes being left behind as a monument to his memory. He is now In
Los Angeles, where he was seen recently by an Albuquerquean, to whom
he declared that he thought he had
sufficient money here to square everything when he left, and adding that he
eft a letter of explanation with E. 1).
Simons, formerly bookkeeper for Wal
lace Hesselden, the contractor and
builder, the night he' so suddenly fled
the town.
Just prior to Carnahan's departure
A. J. Hamilton , who had been contracting here for some time, contracted numerous debts and Jumped the
town. He has not been heard from
since.
The list contains two or three other
contrac(or9. nameB wno nnve ,eft
paid bills behind as an example of
their skill in contracting.

re-

league, Issued the subjoined call for
a convention of temperance workers
to convene in this city during fair
week.
The Official Call.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug., 1906
On Wednesday, September 19, at
2 o'clock, p. m., in the Presbyterian
church, in the city of Albuaueraue.
New Mexico, there will be held a mass
convention of the temperance workers
of the territories of New Mexico and
Arizona to consider matters of interest in connection with the coming
election and the proposed constitutional convention.
All pastors and
members of Christian churches, mem
bers of fue W. C. T. U., good templars and all other temperance organizations, and every other man and
woman who is opposed to the domina
tion of the saloon and its twin part
ners in crime, are invited to be present and take part.
Don't wait for a special invitation;
life Is too short and the superintendent too busy. Let us get together
and set the ball In motion which shall
result in tne overthrow of this "curse
of the ages" from this beautiful land
of sunshine.
W. W. HAVENS,
Superintendent New Mexico-ArizonLeague.
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Chief McMillin Tells of Some of Several Contractors Have Quitted
Los Angeles County"s
Albuquerque of Late on
Resorts.
Short Notice.

Was a Convict Settlement of the Meetings Will Be Held In the PresChilean Government
byterian Church and TemperAfter That
ance Workers Welcomed.
The news from Lima, rem, of the
destruction, August lo. of tne historic
letter
Island of Juan Fernandez,
known as "Robinson Crusoe's Island"
comes wltn a sense of personal loss to
millions of people, for that is the
made famous by Daniel Defoe as
the scene of thrilling adventures of
"Crusoe," a romance dear to every
youtliltil heart.
Thai immortal story is not wholly
a work of fiction. It was hased on
the adventures of an English prl
vateersman named Alexander Selkirk
with wnom Defoe became acquainted
after he had been rescued from his
long stay as the sole inhabitant of
the island of Juan Fernandez. The
first story appeared as a serial in the
original ..London rost In 1719.
Defoe, as everybody knows, picked
up the island of Juan Fernandez, car
ried It across tne continent and plunk
ed it down into tne Caribbean sea, off
the coast of Guinea, But Selkirk lived
on the island 400 miles off the Chilean
coast, just where it was when last
Thursday's earthquake found it.
It was in 1704 that Alexander Sel
kirk, the Scotch seaman, was cast
away, here and remained four years
before he was picked up by a British
snip and taken to his own country.
Many are the experiences which, the
island nas undergone since them. In
the early part of this century it was
used for a time for a convict settle-nien- t'
and in the walls of the cliff
were to be found hundreds of dungeons hewn by the prisoners themsel
ves in the heart of the rock. But the
instance from the mainland, s well as
the difficulty in keeping the garrison
provisioned and recruited, led to sev
eral outbreaks of the prisoners, in
which they massacred the warden and
troop?. The Chilean government decided to abandon Juan Fernandez as
a convict settlement.
It was not until 1873 that the island
was again inhabited. Then it was
leased for a term of years by a Swiss
patrician named Baron Von Rodt. He
had served in the Austrian cavalry
ana received wounds that disabled
him for army life. Converting his for
tune into money he left Europe and
went to Valparaiso. Having a 'hermit s disposition, he established himself on the remote island of Juan Fernandez. Finding the lobster and other
Kinds of fisheries coud be made profitable, he leased the island from the
Chilean government and conducted
this industry, as well as fruit raising,
on a large and profitable scale. The
war with Peru at length occurred and
inis business was broken ud.
Von Root returned to Europe, but
round himself so little adapted for
civilized life after his island experi
ence and so homesick for his ocean
borne, that he set Bail again for Juan
Fernandez, this time taking with him
a bride to share his lot. There on the
green tropical shore the most imposing
or the dozen villas was his home for
many years.
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lapiuiy.
"I met any number of Alhuquer-quean- s
at Los Angeles and Long
Beach," said' the chief, "among them
being the father of Col. John Borra-dailof this city. The old gentleman,
who is 84 years of age, is as sound,
vigorous and sprightly as one of 60.
I asked him how he was getting along.
" 'Oh, fine,' said he. 'We have a
dance out here once a week, and
plenty of other fun.' He is certainly
one of the most robust
dancers I have met in my lifetime.
"Long Beach shelters numerous
and many are at the
Soldiers' Home from this city. Venice Is the amusement resort of the
county. Long Beach has 400 real estate oflfces. The apparent banana
stands, bootblack establishments, etc.,
that you see dotted along the way are
not those nt all, but real estnte offices. If you want to converse with
the real estate agent he invites you
out of the office, where there is suffi-clnroom, his office being usually
too small for two.
"San Pedro resembles one of the
mining camps more than
anything else. It's going to be a hummer some day, though, when the government gets to spending that $7,000,-00- 0
appropriation for fixing up the
harbor.
"At present saloons are the chief
business houses, and with their saw
dust noors and patrons of every na
tionality on earth, stevedores and oth
er seamen, and the dirt of the town
iwjK ior 1110 worm line a mining camp
of the earlier days.
"The city council and others interested in Los Angeles are now workMr. McCoy, of the McCoy & Whls-m-aing o na scheme to incorporate all o(
firm, operating the roller skating
the Los Angoles county towns into rink In the Elks' opera house, Is ex- the cit ylimlts, making of the county j pected to arrive In the city next week
virtually one great city. They con- - from Colorado, where he has been
cede nothing to San Francisco, and spending the hot months,
claim that they will far surpass that
place forever more."
TOO LATE TO
CLASSIFY
Mrs. McMillin and the rest of the'
family will remain in Long Peach for
WANTED A competent bookkeeper
some time yet.
at once. Apply for information or
address A. C, Citizen office.
SHAY BASE BALL
A' specific for pain Dr. Thomas'
Eclectric Oil, strongest, cheapest liniAT SANTA FE AGAIN ment ever devised. A household remedy in America for 25 years.
e
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E THE

CONVENTION

CITY

LIST OF COMING CONVENTIONS
AND MEETINGS, TOGETHER
WITH DATES AND
PLACES.

,

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM BROOK BROB., Prop:

Is by all odds the most conspicuous piece of furniture In your
dining room; hence, It should
combine the
Artistic With the Useful.
You ii experience a feeling of
satisfaction when you act
hostess If your table Is a rood
one, Pe It
Modern or Colonial
In
Quartered,
or
Golden
Wheathered Oak, we are confident you'll find our prices for
"quality furniture nearly as
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
can be built in its respective line.

Mlhert Faber I
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

N. M.

The

That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

Beer

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.

PILSENER BEER

The man who has a
savings account mounts

Southwestern Bteweiy
and Ice Company

the ladder of success round by
round. There is satisfaction in teeing a bank account grow st?t:lily
and surely. A wise man dn s not
care to risk the feat of scaling the
ladder of success at one leap; it's
too perilous.
A majority of the bank accounts,
that have grown to be lnrge. have
started small. A few dollars put
into the bank is an important step
It's the start up the ladder of
success. Don t get In a hurry, but
start now, and save what you can
The first step is the hardest to
make. Kach one after thit comes
easier and Is moro Important.
Start today and keep going up,
up, up.

THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

Colo. Phone Blk 93

NEW

Auto. Phone 292

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
AGENTS

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

COMMERCE
MEXICO

BORRADAILE & GO. ,117 Gold Avenue

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality ol our bread

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if 8he teUg you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should far
get the order), that you could not
And it, for every first-clagroea
handles EMPRESS. Yon T7lH always)
And good bread, good biscuits, toot
pastry and most Important of tJX
good cheer to greet you when yea
come home for your dinner. Try tt
EMPRE8S FLOUR Is the Empress a
all others.

This is possible

up to the highest.
by using

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing; and

baking-- ,

.

ss

but

Any skin itching Is a temper tester. also in taking- care of and sellingThe more you scratch the worse it the bread. If you want the best
itches. Doan's Ointment cures piles,
eczema any skin Itching. At all drug you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
stores.

-

PIONEER BAKERY,

Rest a week at Camp Glencoe.

Albuquerque,

Y

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSE8 SPECIALTY.

M. BERGER,

207 BOUTM riRBT BTRKK.T.

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerqua, N. M.

ASE

ALL

i

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

El Paso vs.

17-2- 2.

And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drag Store
at JI7 West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque
AT:

Traction Park
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The Williams Drug Company

m
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tv Admission
c
n
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THE BLUE FRONT

Both Telephones.

117 West Rallcoad

1

CHOICE

See Bartlett, the Electrician

J.

A.

'

,

RICHARDS

113', WEST

For prices on fixtures and

CIGAR?

Case of seek no farther. The Whlt
Lily fills the bill so completely that
it's a waste of time to lork longer.
The Wnite Lily is a little dandy-stra- ight
tobacco, mild, fragrant and
a delight to the eye and touch because of the skilful way it faa rolled
12 the box of 50; 5 cents for a single
sample.
CJ

3KEHUBF"

house-wirein-

Avanua

HUNTING FOR A

FREE

l-ly.

ih-js-

THE DINING TABLE

September 6 has been chosen as
the date for the opening recital on
the new pipe organ of the First Presbyterian church. Dr. M. C. Haldwln,
a concert organist, will give the recital.
"Death to the weeds." Is Street
Commissioner
Tierney's
war cry
these days, and with his "road gang'
he is doing valiant work In ridding
the city of the weed pest.
Charles R Roe, who, accompanied
by his wife, left Albuquerque some
time ago to accept the position of
general representative of the Singer
Sowing Machine company In South
America, Is not thought to have been
Injured in the Valparaiso earthquake,
despite rumors to that effect. Harry
P. Owen, Mr. Roe's brother-in-law- ,
states that Mr. Roe is in dally communication with the head offices of
the company in New York, and that
he entertains no fears for the latter's
safety, as Mr. Owen feels sute he
would have been notified by the New
York office had any harm befallen Mr.
'
Roe or his wife.

I

First annual convention of the
Sheep and Wool Growers of New
Mexico,
September 18. 19 and 21.
Will meet in Elks opera house.
Frist anual meeting of the Under
takers' & Embalmers' association of BROTHERS CONSENT TO LET
THEIR GROUNDS BE USED
New Mexico, September 17. 18 and 19.
FOR THREE SUNDAY
To be held in parlors of Commercial
GAMES.
club.
Retail Merchants' association of
The
first of the three games the
New Mexico, meets Tuesday evening,
September 18, at 8 o'clock, in the Brothers of the Santa Fe Catholic
school have consented to let their
Commercial club parlors.
Grand lodge of the Knights of Pyth campus grounds be used for Sunday
ias of New Mexico, meets in Knights oaseuau, wnicli will be played next;
JOTTINGS FROM THE
Sunday when the Grays cross bats
of Pythias hall September 17.
New Mexico Association of Firemen, with the Alamosa team. An excur
slon
be run to the Capital city
POLICE COURT CIRCLES meets in this city week of September from will
Alamosa for the occasion.
Regarding a reorganization of the1
Shrlners' special meeting at lodge
Santa Pe Grays the Santa Fe New
rooms, week of September
TWO WARRANTS ISSUED ONLY
Temperance Workers of Arizona Mexican says:
ONE CASE SALAZAR
"At a meeting last night the Santa
OFF
New Mexico hold first annual
and
DUTY CHIEF McMILLIN
meeting Wednesday, September 19, in Fe 'baseball team disbanded and reBACK.
organized, the following officers being
Presbyterian church.
elected: Manager, W. H. Kerr; captain, George Parsons; secretary, V. U.
Joseph Helm, residing at 609 North
Parsons.
Twelfth street, appeared before Police WILL OPEN CLUB
The personnel of players
judge Crawford this morning and
remained the same. It was decided
swore to a warrant charging Charles
that the members of the team would
Bppiey, an employ of the Santa Fe
ROOMS AT BELEN be called out for practice every day
shops, with disturbing the peace by
for the next three weeks in order to
getting drunk, beating his wife and
be in shape for the games scheduled
$20,000
evening
Tomorrow
new
the
with indecent exposure of his person.
for this city and also for the work of
Commercial,
club
building
at Belen the baseball tournament at the terriEppley. who resides at 610 North
will be cpened with a reception, ban torial fair."
twelfth street, was arrested later in quet,
and dance. A general invitation
Jie day and will be given a hearing
has bttn xtended the citizens of Betomorrow morning at 9 o clock.
len ar.d the territory at largo to be
NOTES
H. F. Williams, a local shop man. present, and a number of Albuquer- cut-off
wag in police court this morning, to queans will visit the
town for
FROM INDIAN SCNOOE
the purpose of being present at the
swear to a warrant against John
night nurse at the Santa Fe Paci- opening rerenionies.
Phillips' irehestra of this ciiy has
fic hospital.
Williams stated that
The work of improvement Is
while he was crossing the viaduct last been engaged to furnish the music,
evening, on his way home, Kelly ap- and
constituting the orchestra going on, although there are only a
lew uoys present to do the work. The
peared in front of him, and after a will lav u night for that place,
two employes' cottages have been
few words relative to some misunderSaturday morning.
moved an drelocated and the interiors
standing they had previously had,
have been given a coat of paint and
soaked Williams in the mouth. A
kalsoraine or paper and now they
warrant was issued for Kelly and he CONDENSED NEWS
look real neat and cozy.
will be given a hearing
tomorrow
The machinery has been installed
morning at 9 o'clock.
FROM LAS VEGAS in the new laundry and "hitnev
Roy Campbell and Madalina Ruby
Co. have completed the work on the
were arrested lavst night on a charge
new boiler and made the necessary
of fighting, an additional charge of
connections for water and steam, and
Mayuio
Miss
Cavanuugli
oper
was
disorderly
everything is in good running shape.
conduct being
lodged
against Kul.y. Both, pleaded not guil- ated on Monday morning for appendiThe hospital and school house, which
citis
is
and
getting
along
nicely.
ty and their case went over until 5
were recently treated to a coat of
iNellio
Miss
Scunlon, who has
o'clock this afternoon. IJuby gave
paint aud kalsomine by Stacy &
bond for his appearance and Campbell he past four months in Denver, has Co., have been put in order and now
position
resumed
Hemsher
with the
who is a sheep man in the employ
present a very tidy and pleasing apof J. Agnacio, was released on his berg Mercantile company and will re pearance.
main permanently.
own recognizance.
is being put in order for
tne democratic central committee theKverything
of school on September
f
Officer Jose Salazar, attached
the county of San Miguel will meet I, opening
to
and I'ncie Sam's wards will be giv
police headquarters, is out of the city n tnis city next Saturday morning at
for a short time, visiting at his old 0 O'clock in the offices of (Jeorirn H. en a hearty welcome when they re
up the labors that wl'l
at l'eralta.
Officer Smith Is Hunker, to set a date for the count v turn to take
filling his position during t tie former's convention for the purpose of select help to prepare them for citizenship
absence.
ing delegates to the territorial con- in our commonwealth.
Mr. Custer, the new superintended,
vention at Santa Ke, which meets on
is getting acquainted with the work
Chief of Police McMillin. who has September 12.
out of t tit city for some time,
The fine large farm wagon which in liia new field and is taking hold
visiting at different California resorts, was presented to Mrs. A. 1). Wiggins with energy and enthusiasm, ami intends ot push the work of improvehas returned, arriving hfre this morn- on her trip east last fall by the Suide-baking, and wa at his desk at the mornwagon works, as a contribution ments as rapidly as possible.
Joseph Aliner, a worthy employe,
ing session of police court.
to the J
Vegas hospital, has been
raffled off an dthe hospital proved to who was recently promoted to the poThe intense itching characteristic be. the winner.
of engineer, has returned from
One hundred and sition
of salt rheum and eczema is Instantly eighty
his
vacation
and now has charge of
numbers
were
sold at a dollar
allayed by applying Chamberlain
apiece and some of the people who the engineer's work at the plant.
Salve.
As a cure for sKin diseases purcnaseu
A delegation of San Felipe Indian
numbers wrote in the name
this salve is uneuualed. For sale iv of
on Superintendent Custer tocalled
hospital
the
instead of their own.
all druggists.
The drawing was conducted before a day and discussed matters of importnumber of spectators, one box contain- ance relative to their pueblo.
Mountain excursion to Camp Gleu-coSuperintendent
Custer gotg to
Hear canyon, Sunday morning, ing 17a blanks and one slip on which Acoma
tonight and will tpend a few
11.23. including dinner.
Tickets at was written the word "wagon." An. days among the Acomas and
other box contained blanks numbered
O'ltlelly'g.
irom 1 to ISO. A slip from each box for the purpose of securing some new
"I have been somewhat costive, but was drawn at a time and number 45 pupils for the school.
OCCASIONAL.
Doan's Regulets gave Just the results was drawn wltn the lucky slip. The
desired. They act mildly and regulate hospital held about thirty chances in
One of the best lighted places In
uuwrls penecuy. ueorge H. me ratne. The institution will now
Jvrause, 306 Walnut Ave., Altoona, Pa. probably put up the wagon at auction. the city is Arthur Everitt'a Diamond
.
Palace.
17-2- 2.

Culling, supervisor of agencies

in the west for the Pacific Mutual
Lifo Insurance company,
who has
been In tne city for some days checking up the local office, left last evening for a trip east
which he will
return to his neadquarters In Log Angeles.
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The White Ribboners of Two To the Number of 400-Ven- ice
For Amusement and San
Territories Will Meet Here
September 19.
Pedro For Dirt.

FIVK

LOCAL. PARAGRAPHS.

ANOTHER CONTRACTOR
A. F.

The Chilean Earthquake Swallowed a Historical
Spot.
WAS

LONG BEACH

ANOTHER CONVENTION

EVENING CITIZEN.

RAILROAD

AVENUl

g.

Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Power and Pumping Plants.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The
duties

We Do General Machine Repairing

telephone
lighter,

makes

the

The telephone preservea your

the cares

less,

health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

and the worries fewer.

Mail Orders Given Special Attention

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

YOUR

IN

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
216' South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.
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STEVENS

&

BOWYER,

AVE.

Proprietors

e.

1$

UTTER NUT
1SREA1)

Better

All City

Than

Home-Made-

.

FINK LINE OF
CAKES
Always

on Hand.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

The Sf. Elmo

Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMRLr JkNIl

I

oeoeooeoeoeoeoeoeooeo
TO THE: LADIES:

b

l JOSEPH

BAKERY

213 WEST RAILROAD

i

120

7
?
?

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

1

1

club rooms

Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Bend your
Vhlt Dresaea to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not b
rrusnea or wriuntou. uomesxic or gloss nnisn.
Plil ix Waists and

ci

the Red Waoona.
Auto, 819; Colo, Red

148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

ALBUQUERQUE
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EVENING

The AlbuioMerqiuie
Library

BAY
Building
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las adaptability.

It

will be our ultimate aim to turn out a band of
young men andwomcn Imokkoopcrs and stenographers so thoroughly drilled and trained in the primi- -

.

pies and practices of their, respective courses that they
may without difficulty perform, the duties demanded
of them by the most modern business concerns. In
order to do this it is necessary to use only, the latest
methods of instruction and the most modern books
and outfits.
In our Bookkeeping Department we expect to use
both theory and practice, the students being drilled in
the use of all business forms, blanks', papers, etc., just
as. if in
actual business. In our advanced
course the student will carry on transactions
the
through
students
other
mail with
in
modern
this
schools,
in
coming
in
way
4
with
best
and
students
contact
brightest
the
from all parts of the country, as well as bringing into
practice all forms and papers of actual business transactions.
In our Shorthand and Typewriting Department
the latest methods will also be used, individual instruction counting more here, perhaps, than anywhere
else. Touch typewriting will be adhered to and tho
individual advancement watched closely. The Pitman
system of stenography will be taught, as it has proved
to be the best method extant.
Those desiring to improve their handwriting will
bo given excellent advantages in our Penmanship Department. The aim here will bo to acquire the skill
necessary to execute an easy, rapid, legible, business
hand. Muscular movement will bo developed and applied. Those desiring to learn Ornamental Penmanship will be given the privilege.
We are fixing our rates at the very lowest possible
figure consistent with competent instructors and high
grade work. Our prices bring a Business or Shorthand courso within the easy reach of all.
As the success or failure of a Business School depends largely upon the interest manifested by the public spirited citizenship, wo trust and believe
we will
have the hearty
of each person of this
community. We shall, at all times, consider it a special favor, if you will send us the names of any young
jH'ople whom you think are or may become interested

An

-

!

-

Rates of Tuition

Payable in advance.

in a Practical Education.
Thanking you in advance for the co cpera.ion
which wo feci sure we will receive, we bog to remain.
Yours for Practical Education,
W. E. Milliken, Principal.

It gives me pleasure to introduce to the people of
Albuquerque Prof. W. E. Milliken, the new proprietor of the Albuquerque Business College. Mr.
brings to the college ripe experience in Business
College work, having just resigned from the principal-shi- p
of one of the leading business schools of Illinois,
the principalship of which he has held for a number
of years.
Wo wish to thank the pec pie of Albuquerque for
the support they have so freely given the Business
College in tho past and we have no hesitancy in asking them to contiuue their support in the future, as
we arc sure that Mr. Milliken will not only keep the
Business College up to its past efficiency, but will
and improve the courses, lie will make Albuquerque Business College equal to any business school
Ea9t or West, and the superior of many.
Geo. S. Ramsay.
Mil-like- n

d

Tho Fall term of the Albuquerque Business
will open Monday, September 3rd, 190G. With
the improvements now being made and the new equipment being added, the work will be carried on in a
'
much more satisfactory manner than heretofore.
Tho school will be conducted in the Library building on East Railroad avenue, where the entire upper
floor will be used. This building is well lighted and
ventilated, having been planned especially for school
purposes.
Col-leg-

o

Business Department
This department will be under the personal supervision of Prof. Milliken, who is a graduate of a Normal, Higher Commercial and Collegiate courses, with
several years experience in teaching. Hero theory and
practice is combined, tho student being led from the
more simple transactions and forms to the uso of all
tho papers, forms, blanks, etc., used in regular, everyday transactions.
The aim l'ing to drill the student
in tho fundamental business rules and accustom him
tq tho uso of all the legal forms and business blanks.
By our methods of intercommunication pupils in our
Business Practice Department transact business with
pupils in colleges located in other cities, thus bringing
into uso all papers and methods used in actual transactions. All books and papers used in tho commercial courso are exact duplicates of those in use in
business houses.
up-toda- to

Course of Study
Bookkeeping
Business Practice

Commercial Law
Business English
Rapid Calculation

Training
Banking
Oflico

Spelling

Correspondence
Penmanship
Commercial Arithmetic

Rates of Tuition
Payable in advance in all cases.
Per mont h
Six months
Nine months

,. .

.$10.00
.10.00

......

75.00
Combined Business and Shorthand Courses:
Fifteen months
$125.00
.k

One month
Three months
Six months
Eight months

Shorthand and Typewriting Department

Opening Announcement
Principal

t,

Business Corresjondenco
Filing of Letters, Papers,- Etc.

ex-ten-

W. E. MILLIHEN, B. C. S.. Ph. B

pay a much higher salary.
The subjects taught at the night session are:
Bookkeeping
Spelling
'
Mimeographing
Tyjewriting
Commercial Law
Rapid Calculation
Business Practice
Tabulating
Business Writing
Business Arithmetic
Shorthand
Letter Press Copying

o

.

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Greeting from the New Management
With this issue of t lie Albuquerque Business
Journal tlio school passes under new management.
While we are strangers aiming you, we feel that we
are interested in everything that is for the betterment
of the citizenship and the individual. We expect to
strive for letter education in our line, and in so doing
we fool sure of the undivided support of all loyal and
public spirited citizens.
It is our purpose to conduct a strictly high grade
school; one of which any community may well le
proud. By employing thoroughly competent and experienced instructors we expect to offer the lC8t advantages for the advancement of each pupil. Individual instruction will be given in all the work. This insures the most thorough training and most rapid progress obtainable. We always aim to study the peculiarities of each student and develop each along the lino ii

2J, 1906.

AUGUST

There are more opportunities for the master of
stenography, or a good stenographet than in most any
other profession. In addition to the increasing demands of our business public the government is constantly advertising for them for position ranging: as
high as $1,800.00 to $2,000.00. per year.
Our course in shorthand is designed to meet tho
demands of those desiring to qualify themselves for
higher positions. We teach a standard system of stenography (Pitman) ; one that has been tried and found
.to meet all the requirements of the amanuensis and
reporter.
The progress of the pupil depends largely upon his
own efforts. We give him individual and class instruction and he will le in the hands of experienced
instructors.
The shorthand course is supplemented with those
subjects so often neglected in the common schools, so
that they may be well balanced when they leave us.

Shorthand
Penmanship

Branches Pursued
Selling
Orthography
Touch Typewriting
Letter Press Copying

Correspondence
Mimeographing

Manifolding
Filing of letters, Papers, Etc.

Rates of Tuition
Six months
Combined Business and Shorthand
Fifteen months
,

12.00
20.00
25.00

Why You Should Take a Business Course
Because competition is so keen that unless you
thoroughly understand modern methods your chances
for success are small.
Because there is no better investment for the timj
and money spent.
Because of the pleasure in knowing you are capable of competing successfully with those about you.
Because you need to become familiar with all business forms and papers; notes, checks, drafts, etc.
Reasons Why You Should Attend the Albu-

querque Business College

Because the expenses are tho very lowest possible
consistent with thorough instruction.
Because you como under tho personal supervision
of thoroughly competent instructors.
Because Albuquerque, being the center of the
business section of the territory, offers special advantages for studying business methods in vogue.
Because it is the best equipped school in the territory.
Because you can better your condition and make
success more sure.
Because here you receive every possible advantage
for rapid advancement.
Because you receive jtersonal instruction and individual attention.
Because here you can complete a course in less
time than at most other places.
(

Payable in advance always.

Per month

$ 5.00
. . .,

$10.00
50.00
Courses:
$150.00

Typewriting Department
Touch typewriting is no longer an experiment but
is a demonstrated fact. The business public demands
i(. Where two stenographers are employed, one sight
and tin clor touch operator, the latter will do mach
more work, more satisfactorily and easier.
The subjects taught in this department are:
Typewriting"
Manifolding
Tabulating
Letter Press Copying
Indexing and Filing of Letters, Papers, Etc.
This course is seldom pursued unless in conjunction with the shorthand course, but where one prefers
to take up the course in typewriting alone the same
rates prevail as quoted for the Shorthand and Typewriting course.

Penmanship Department
Muscular movement penmanship is taught in
our school, us no other kind will produce writers wdio
can write legibly, continuously and rapidly. Business
writing is our specialty but those wishing to learn Ornamental will 1)0 given the privilege. Business writing is free to all students taking any other course.

Night School
Eight months in tho year, fromi September to May,
we will conduct a night session on Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings of each week. The regular
day teachers will le in charge, thus insuring best instruction.
The work is purely elective, thus leaving
the student free to take just such studies as are best
suited for his individual advancement.
Many stenographers holding positions will find this
a splendid opportunity to take bookkeeping, thus increasing their faculties for more advanced work. Just
so with the lxokkeeior ; he will have an opportunity to
study stenography.
Many business concerns require
both lxokkeeping ami stenography and for this they

Pen Work Done
We are prepared to do Plain or Ornamental Writing of Business and Calling Cards, Lettering of Diplomas, Marriage Certificates, etc., etc.
Rates for writing cards:
20 cents
Any name on one dozen cards for
30 cents
Any name and address on one dozen cards
Postage prepaid. Special rates in quantities.
Prices for lettering will bo made known on application. Send us your work and receive our estimates.

...

Today is the Time to Begin
An opportunity once lost seldom returns ; so if you
would make tho most of tho opportunities as they
come, you must seize them while it is today.
is tho thief of time." How many men
have lost tho opportunity of their lives simply by neglecting to improve the time. What more opportune
time could you hope for to begin your preparation for
life's work. Here is offered the opportunity to secure
just such training as you need to make a success in
life; if you neglect it you nun fail entirely or succeed
to a less degree. Many with less natural ability than
'"Pro-crastinati-

Why no you
you have succeeded admirably.
member the time to begin is TODAY.

?

Re-

To Our Graduates
The graduates of a school are the finished product
and they have the making of the school in their
hands. The better standing the school has tho higher
your diploma will stand in the community. Now, realizing this, we wish each of the graduates and former
students of Albuquerque Business College would send
us the names of any young people who you think are
interested or who you think wo may interest in a practical education. We desire to do the greatest good to
the greatest number and it is within your power to
aid us materially in our v..rk. We shall expect to hear
from you and thank vou in advance for the favor.

The Albuquerque Business College Offers Courses in Bookkeeping, Business Practice, Banking, Commercial
Arithmetic, Commercial Law, Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting, Manifolding, Spelling, Business English,
Correspondence. New Management, Added Equipment, Competent Instructors, Fair Treatment, Reasonable Rates. Write for Full Information. Address,

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
W. E. R1ILLIKEN, Principal

ll

Albuquerque, Mew Mexico

1

1)

ALBUQUERQUE

:ra HOUSE
10, August
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of the Santa Fe between Chi
cago and Albuquerque, with headquarters at Topeka. C. A. Morse, at
ent chief engineer of lines west of Al
buquerque, has been appointed to sue-ceMr. Storey as chief engineer of
the Santa Fe proper at Topeka.
Between 1 o'clock 'yesterday after-- '
noon and 10 o'clock !
nlc'M mvcn
trains, delayed all the way from a few
hours to a few (lavs bv the Arizona
washouts, jassed through the city In
a straggling manner en route east.:
This morning s train. No. 2. arrived on
time.

A QUESTION!

ed

30, 1906

"Lovers and Lunatics"

i

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy

I

This Strong:

Guarantee

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means ot defectlT
material or workman- hip wUl be made good
Without arnmu in t.m
owner. Irrespective ot
UID
OI
ThiS.
rv
a. .
'a v.....

A $2,000.00 policy provides
Conductor and Mrs. H. F. Griffith,
$2,000.00
In case of death.
their popular daughter, have reA'j . III ,
-flltt.
$2no.0O per year for ten years In case of total disability.
w
o Jw a
u u ua--.m.
aw
j nrnto.
rai lu
If .
turned from a visit to relative
m
k WM. vurM
grade
same
goods.
of
per
$10.00
when
weeli
and friends at South Haven. Mich.
disabled by accident.
repair
Our
ehop
ln
is
bands
the
of
skilled
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
men
Conductor Griffith has again resumed
all necessary appliances for doing the highest gradeandof Is eaulrmed
his run on the Santa Fe road between
Loan values commencing second year.
rerfnV
bolstering,
trimming
Rlnand
Dalntln.
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c
s
this city and El Paso.
"M tihj vt tan,
Cash or paid-u- p
Insurance at end of 10, 15, or 20 year
period.
"Make Haw While the un Shines."
Total cost, age 25. only $16.30.
Is a lesson ln the work of the
There
on
wi- - r ino 1
AND TIJERA8 AVENUE.
Other amounts In same proportion.
thrifty farmer. He knowa that the
bright
may
particulars
For
sunshine
address or see
28,
last but a day
and he prepares for the showers
which are so liable to follow. So It
9CHWENTKER,
y
should be with every household.
Monitor for Maw Moxloo mint Northern Arlmonm
extent that wrecks and accidents will
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
diarrhoea and cholera morbus
Koom x, a. 1. Armijo wag.
Write For Aeencv.
be reduced to a minimum. None of may attack some member of the home
m. m. HALL, romrlotor
tne employes are objectlne. although without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal
the weather at present is not pleasant Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlc'a
for examination work, and there is Is the best known rnediciue for these
BMlt M6Ui; ColuSS wd IroV
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors, No.
MERCHANTTAILORING
mucn perspiring and scratching of diseases, should always be kept et
209 West Railroad avenue. Is prehand, as Immediate treatment Is necft Mining mnd mm Moohlnory m
uemis in me examination room.
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST pared to give thorough scalp treatFoundry east tide of railroad track.
a ,
--J.iQi.Ttia, H. B.
ment,
by
druggists.
do
hair
dressing,
sale
all
treut corns,
RAILROAD
THE WONDERFUL RISE
AVENUE, O. BAMbunions
Ingrowing
and
nails. She
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
OF E. H. HARRIMAN
gives massage treatment and manicurE. H. Harrlman, one of America s PECOS VALLEY IS
ing.
TO
My
BE
upMrs.
EXPLOITED
shop
Is
tailoring
Bambini's own preparation
merchant
most powerful railroad klnus. who
car which will carry specimens stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- of complexion cream builds up the
made $20,000,000 in one swoop on Wall of The
New Mexico's resources from the nue, where I solicit the patronage of skin and Improves the complexion,
street, boasts a career of romantic
valley Is about ready to leaye the public. All work guaranteed
and Is guaranteed. not to be injurious.
character. From a clerk In a railroad, Pecos
as I bave bad fifteen years' ex- She also prepares a hair tonlo that
Gent fa! Bolldlng Supplies
office he has risen to the position of on Its tour of nearby states.
One man will be sent from Carlsbad, perience ln the business. Suits made cures and prevents dandruff and .hair
.
contro1 ln ono r tne greatest railroad Roswell
to
ianing
out;
n.
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
restores life to dead hair:
Artesla, respectively. The
LldlK AuarcSSea a UirCUldr (combinations ln the country the Un Carlsbad and
repaired. The specific I use will not removes moles, warts and superfluous
Commercial club raised
ion Pacific system. His power In rail among Carlsbad's
hair.
injure
Also
e face powder, a freckle
garments
the cloth. Ladles'
spirited busiLetter to Members of
Both Phones
road circles was demonstrated recentl,. ness men to helppublic
Third and Marqoettt
along the good also cleaned and walking skirts made cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
me acquisition or a strong cause.
lurougn
All
of
to
preparations
the3e
order. Give me a trial.
are
purely
the Order.
block of the jealously guarded Illinois
vegetable compounds. Have Just adO. BAMBINI.
The car will exhibit in Missouri,
Central stock a deal which attracted Illinois,' Iowa, Ohio
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
probKansas
and
attention widely
or scalp, face and cure of wrinkles
ably the Dallas fairs.
The End of The World
Grand Chief Conductor E. E. Clark
We. tvt recelve,Ja car 'cad of Lightning presses and in' order to sell
The Union Pacific operates
3,357
The Santa Fe offers the use of a of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe, it is also used for rheumatism, pains
ha addressed a circular letter to the miles
a Tenr low pr,ce' based a
of road, the Southern Pacific car and free transportation over
of Bear Grove, la., of an usefulness, ana massage
uh.eVdoa:ej;!ghtake
members of the Order of Railway Con- 9,384 miles,
its
the Illinois Central 4,374 lines; also transportation for a Carls- came when he began taking Electric
ductors In which he says:
alleged that through Rock- bad representative. The car will
He writes: "Two years ago
The president has honored me with miles. It is
leave Bitters.
kidney trouble caused me great suffhas Just acquired on its Itinerary Wednesday, Septemappointment as Interestate commerce efeller aid Harrlman
&
Chicago,
ering,
of
Milwaukee
which I would never have surthe
ber 5. F. G. Tracy has charge of the
o CURE
commissioner. It does not seem that control
LUNC8
St. Paul railroad, operating 6,911 miles Carlsbad
vived had I not taken Electric BitI should turn away from this opporexhibit.
ters. They also cured me of general
of road.
up
tunity to take
work in a broader
debility." Sure cure for all stomach,
Should he succeed In dominating IlGalveston's Sea Wall
neld, in whlc." I hope to still do much linois
Central and St. Paul, Harrlman makes life now as safe In that city as liver and kidney complaints, blood disgood.
I have asked the trustees to
headache, dizziness end weak
arrange to relieve me from the office would be in control of 26,126 miles of on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe, eases,
who resides on Dutton street, In ness or bodily decline. Price 60c. Guarof Grand Chief Conductor at the end railroad.
m
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for anteed by all druggists.
of this month. The trustees will meet RAILROAD SHOPS
rifety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
" Price
0NSUMPTI0N
and arrangements made by them will,
MMgiiKjiM
WORKING TEN HOURS King's New Discovery for consumpDO YOU KNOW
FOR
OUCHSand
60c $1.00
in due lime, be communicated to you
The Santa Fe shops at San Bernar- tion the past five years and It keeps
OLDS
Free Trial.
The order and its welfare have been dino
working ten hours per me well and safe. Before that time That the aay of pianos being a luxury
'he greater part of my life for a day lnareallnow
Surest and UuicJteat Cure for all
departments.
The change I had a cough wntcu for years had has passed, and that they are now a
number of years. I cannot sever my
WRITE TO US AT ONCE.
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBthe long schedule was made Wed- been growing worse. Now It's gone." necessity. If you don't know it call
active particiation In Its affairs witn- - to
or MONEY BACK.
LES,
15, and Is because of Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup in at our store, examine our world-famoAugust
nesday,
out much and deep regret. Naturally
J. KORBER & CO., Wholesale and. Retail, Albngnerque
vmuoping cougn and prevents pneuline of goods, and you will
I feel pretty closely attached to the the larger amount of work coming on
monia. Pleasant to take. Every oot-tl- e then understand.
approach
with
season
the
the
of
fall
PIONEER BAKERY
institution which, since I have occu
guaranteed at all drueeists. Price
We are sole representatives of Chlc-kerlSIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
pied the position of Its chief execu- and the heavy traffic peculiar to that 50c
$1. Trial bottle free.
and
season.
&
Sons, Everett, Kimball and
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
tive, has grown from about 250 divi
WE FILL
For some months the metal working THE SECOND
other well known makes.
sions to nearly 500, and from 13,000
ANNUAL
WEDDING
departments
eight
working
pianos
All
CAKES
A
have
been
SPECIALTY.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
reduced In price for next
members to &8.000. In the same period
ARIZONA FAIR
days.
while In the car shops nine
the membership of the Mutual Benefit hours,
The Arizona territorial fair commls- - ten THE
203 WEST RAILROAD AVE. linn Vintin
patronage
!.We
desire
lw
guarWM.li
we
it
and
WHITSON MUSIC CO.
department has increased from less
At Consistent
n
concluded preparations
antee first class baking.
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
114 South Second Street.
than 4,000 to nearly 34,000 we have change all departments will work ten !for the second annual fair at Phoenix.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
hours
COMMERCE.
Prices
paid benefits amounting ln round nu-The time for holding It Is yet to be Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
a a m
bers to $8,000,000 and have built up a
No one can reasonably
decided on, however.
j definitely
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
hone for
ana mat HUNDREDS RUSH FOR
iTrncrve iuna oi ttib.ouu
following announcements were good digestion when the bowels are
THE SOUTHWEST
without any appreciable Increase ln
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
Topeka dispatch dated August maJe -- y the commissioners:
the cost u members per year, per 21,A says:
year-old
111., says: "I suffered frosi
A
FER STABLES.
trot and
Passenger officials of the
$1,000 of Insurance.
The financial
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
nae Dcen arranged for Arizona cTirdnlc constipation and stomach
condition of the order Itself has been Atchison. Toncka and Santa Fe
years,
only.
half-mihorses
changed.
for
They
several
but,
will
BRUSHES.
to
bo
thanks
way
announce that th homeseeker
xaised from nothing to Its present
two ln luce, on the uair uiiie ChamKorlnln'a Stomach
M... Tak. BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY Leather. Harness. Saddles. Lan
strong healthy ,and satisfactory con business this week exceeds all pre- heats,
DP TO
SIGNS
Pal
track. Purses of $250 added money to lets, am almost cured." Why not get oecona street, oeiwe, Pailrnad and Ttimtora TJtTMnp Axlfl Oil
dition without Increasing the dues of vious records this year, more than each race. Entrance fee, $3, payable a package of these tablets and get
copper
duui
years
metto
Avenue.
lasts
five
and
mint;
.members. During this period all of .,000 taking advantage of the low in August, $5 payable in September well and stay well-- ' Price 25c. San
stops leaks. Caea paid for Hides and
208 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.
tne orders work as a labor organiza- rates to visit the cheap lands ln the and $5 payable in October and $10 to pies free. For sale by all druggists.
reus.
THIRD
tion has been done. Immense and Pecos valley of New Mexico and in start.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Dr. William1 Indian Pile
inestimable benefits ln the way of In- Kansas. Colorado, Oklahoma and
Arrangements have been made for a
ointment vlll cure Ulind.
creased compensation, shorter hours Texas. Fifteen sleeping cars, together great cowboy relay
Hleedlnir and
Tuihinir
7.
race on Tuesday,
Piles. It absorb the lumnra
and better conditions for our members with .extra chair cars and the regular Thursday
and Saturday of fair week.
allays the itching at once, acta All Kinds of Fresfi and Salt Meats.
all over the jurisdiction of the order. equipment of ail westbound trains, One-ha- lf
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- Enoultire. irlw fn.tan re
Stesm Sausage Factory,
of the entries of loth days 1!
were required for Tuesday's business.
a
with Raaoe, & Mauger.
lief. all
Dr. Williams' Indian PilROInt.
a a a
NOTARY PUBLIC.
to run on Saturday for the championia prepared tor PI lea and 1
ment
SOMETHING ABOUT THE
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Engineer Jack Fenner Js able to be ship of Arizona. This race will be two
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
ot the private purta. Every boi ia
Office, 115 North First 8t
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Masonic Building, North Third Street,
ry uruirRiMK, ry mall on
again, after having been confined miles changing horses and saddles evAutomatic Telephone. 174.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
In discussing the winter traffic ot out a
of price, 60 centa and $l.0. Ull I
week with a sprained back. Mr. ery half mile. Purses of 150 for each CMNUFACTURINB CO., iTopa.. Cleveland. ti"K
the Rock Island and the El Paso & for
was brougnt in from Wlnslow race, $100 to first and $50 to second.
tenner
&
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
Southwestern roads, V. R. Stiles, gen- a week ago suffering from injuries in
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATfc
eral passenger agent of the latter, and nis hack caused by being
THE
CELEBRATED
jerked
LOANS.
who has just returned to El Paso from sudden uncontrolable Jerk of thebyrea
Automatic phone 451.
General Repair Shoe.
a trip to Chicago, says:
verse lever of his engine. It was
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
"The new Golden State limited ser- thought at first that one of the ligagas stoves repaired.
vice that the Southwestern will Install ments of his back
and
line
TOYI A OR API
had been broken,
the latter part of November will excel but this was found not
to be the case.
Next to Walton's dru store. Bout Dealers ln Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
all service on the railroads of the and he will be back ln the service
In
Third e treat.
United Slates. I went through the a short time.
urain ana miei.
eighteen-hou- r
Fine Line of imported Wines, Liquors
a
a
train of the New York
na cigars, nace your orders for
Central when east, and our trains will
For seven minutes this mornine.
this Una with 11 a
be finer in equipment and fixtures while the "g03t' was frolicking ln the
In
Bottled
Bond.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
north end of the Santa Fe yards, the
0. W. Strong's Sons
than any I ever saw.
'
"Seventy new cars are now under Railroad avenue crossing was blocked.
construction by the Pullman company. A couple of switchmen, with crow- STRONG BLOCK.
Round Trip Tickets on sale to nearly
Ten trains will be put on the service. nars, got busy after a while, however,
riRB
INSURANCE.
Each train will have seven cars one and cut the string of box cars so that
all
points
Kansas,
in
Missouri,
Iowa,
Secretary Mutual Bulldlnx Aseoel
Distillers.
mail, one baggage, one tourist, one the many vehicles that had accumuUon. Office at 217 West Railroad
Illinois, Nebraska, Minnesota, Dakotas,
diner, two Pullmans and a club car. ' lated on either side of the crossing
FRANKFORT, KY.
avenue.
"These trains will be the newest could get by.
Wisconsin, also to Memphus, Tenn.
a a a
thing known to railroad comfort. The
A Topeka dispatch says the appointDates of Sale August 23, 24, 25, final
tourist car will be the first car behind ment
M. DRAGOIE
MELINI & EAKIN
of W. B. Storey, Jr., as chief enSuperintendents
Falrrlew .
the baggage. It will have a smoking gineer
limit October 31. Call at ticket
return
Dealer In
of
Fe,
Santa
the
headquarwith
apartment to it, something entirely
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Sole Agents.
office for particulars.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
ters at Chicago, was announced from
new ln railroad construction.
Albuquerque, N. M.
MONUMENTS
"Every one of the trains will be the general offices at Topeka. The apr. C. PURDEY, Agent.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, IM
Automatic Phone, 199.
lighted with electricity throughout, pointment Is effective September 1.
201-All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
N.
8L,
Second
Botk
Phones.
Mr.
Storey
Is
at
present chief englthere being a separate light ln every
100 North Broadway, corner of Wiuv
oerth. The tourist car will be ahead
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
of the diner, which will be followed by
the Pullmans and the club car on the
rear. The arrangement will be so
that first class passengers will have
no need to pass through the tourist
car.
"The new service will go into effect
when the limited service of the road
mm
i
l
1s established.
The new trains will
KS0000OSOSKeKSOSSCSOSOS)
not make any better time than the
present trains do. There will be fewer stops on the run between Los Angeles and Chicago."
a a a
BELEX IS 31 .MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERRIO GRANDE WILL
Railroad Metropolis of
Mexico
QUE, N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
ADOPT NEW RULES
ALL FAST LIMITED .EXPRESS, MAIL AND
Cut-ofLocated
Belen
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
on
of
Fe
f
And Employes of the Road Are Now
SAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
KANSAS
Taking the Examination!.
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
FRANCISCO, IX)S ANGELES, AND FROM THE
The Denver & Rio Grande railroad
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
Is preparing to install a new Be? of
PASO AND TEXAS.
rules regulating all employes of the
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
operating department, and the men
l.nOO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
for several days have been liusily enOF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
140 FEET, LAID OCT TVITH BROAD 80 AND
gaged In taking the examinations. It
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
has not yet been announced when tne
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASnew rules will go imp effect, but it is
MODERN
AND GRAND
TREES;
OLD SHADE
PUBLIC
generally thought that it will be SepHOTEL AND A GOOD.
$10,0O0;
SCHOOL
COSTING
CHURCHES;
HOUSE,
tember 1.
COMMERCIAL
The emigrants' waiting room at the
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
station at Pueblo, Colo., has been
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LA RGE MERCANTILE ESinto an examination room, and
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
it is crowded throughout the day by
MILL, CAPACITY l.'O BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
brakemen, conductors, engineers, fireWINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
men, and, ln fact, almost every one
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
connected with the road. All told the
WOOL, FIXJUIt. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
new rule affects 1,2"") employes.
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
The examination is an exhaustive
AS
A
GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IX
one and the list embraces 4'."! quesAPPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
tions. The examination takes up from
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
one to two days' time, and the men
take advantage of all their spare lime
SKS)
aKSK
at present in completing the work.
JOHN BECKER, Pres.
WM. BERGER, Sec'y.
The new rules are going into effect
I
as the result of a number of disastrous
'
1
'
wrecks experienced l.y the road in
the past two years, and every effort
will be made ln the future to educate
the employes of the road to such an
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GRAND OPENING.
main In the city for sometime yet,
Saturday evening, August 26, I will
stopping at No. 315 West Lead avenue.
accommodate all comers at my new
lunch
Free lunch!
W. .1. Lewis of Bast Liverpool. Ohio, saloon. Free
Is In the city visiting with Alderman 212 North Third atreet.
J. W. LEWIS, PROP.
George . I,oarnard, the two having
o
formerly t.een business associates. Mr.
TWENTY POUND BOX FINE
Livdelegate
Lewis
East
from
was
h
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
PEACHES
FOR
85
erpool to the recent Elks' grand lodge MOUNTAIN
WESTRAlLEOADAYj
has 9ince CENTS AT SKINNER'S, NO. 116
meeting
In Denver, and
Showers tonight and Friday.
been touring the western states ants WEST GOLD AVENUE.
territories.
CASH
A. M. Sena, of l8g Vegas, Is here
Parties returning from California For grain sacks, all size. Our wagon a visit to friends.
resorts tell wonderful tales or tne on
will call for them. E. W. Fee, 602
Mrs. E. A. Edwards of Msilla Park,
re
In tliat
Both phones.
First
Tne m.ny Vho
Is registered at the Alvarado.
centircaug
.
Eslavlo Vigil nnd family have re- the Santa. Fe and Southern Pacific
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
We want to cloe out every pair of our aummer shoes before the
turned from a visit to the Jemez Hot roads. They say that four Inches of BREAD and take ro ether.
occommon
was
of
Springs.
a
at.
rainfall
lime
aton with a perfectly
first of September In order to open the Fall
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
C. G. Gonanles, n
stock currence, and that In many places the
new stock. There are still week, and week of hot weather ahead
TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
raiser of Lns Corrales, was In the city railroad tracks were under water COREI
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER 8T.
inches.
cool
shoes,
several
light,
our
In
a
pair
of
on
you
Invest
buslnoss.
to
pay
today
It
will
us
and
f
&
Mrs. John Horradaile. accompanied ALBUQUERQUE.
J. E. Hannum, the Continental Oil
especially at the price we are offering them.
and
Pratt,
by
John
Mrs.
sinter,
here
compnny's man here, made a business
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
her daughter, Miss Grace Borradaile,
trip to Santa Fe yesterday.
AT THE
ON DRAUGHT,
week
NOW IN OUR STORE. EVERY
part
of
the
will
latttr
the
leave
J. E. Hannum, representing
the for St. luls, Alo. Miss Horradaile WHITE ELEPHANT.
ONE IS NEW AND UP TO
Oil company, was at San
Continental
will remain there, resuming her stud.$1.55
THERE ISN'T ANY BETTER
$2.00 reduced to .
FOR STRICTLY FIRST CLASS,
DATE. IN THE RACE FOR SUMen's Vicl Kid Oxfords
ta Fe yesterday on business.
ies In the Visitation convent, while
DRESSMAKING,
SEE
MADE. WE HAVE CONTRACT-E.
2.25
.
to
3.00 reduced
PREMACY
WE KEEP OUR
James D. 10a kin, president of the Mesdames IVorradalle and Pratt will
Men's Vicl Kid Oxfords
5,
ROOM
PROUDFIT,
FOR A MUCH
LARGER
Consolidated Liquor company, waa a return to Albuquerque after a snort MADAME
EYE ON ADVANCED STYLES
. 2.63
Men's Velam Calf Oxford..... 3.50 reduced to .
BUILDING.
GRANT
passenger north this morning.
8T0CK THIS FALL THAN WE
visit wHh iriends and relatives.
AND
HAVE
WE ALWAYS
. 3.15
Men's Patent Colt Oxforde.... 4.00 reduced to
William Farr and son returned this
DID
LAST SPRING.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
THE
Messrs. Merritt and White, who will
THEM.
morning
to
a
visit
from
.
1.20
Mr.
Farr's shortly open a skating rink at the BREAD and take no other.
1.50 reduced to .
8TOCK WILL PROVE TO BE
Women's Canvas Oxfords
fruit farm In southern California.
corner of Railroad avenue and Fitu
. 1.40
THE BEST AND MOST COMCREAM
Women's Canvas Oxfords ..... 1.75 reduced to .
KRACK
Aak
JAFFA'S
for
Paul Anaya and John Buchanan, at street, are In communication witu
PLETE OF ANY SEASON.
1.55
2.00 reduced to
taches of Sturges' European hotel, left makers of sectional skating rink BREAD and take no other.
Women's Vicl Kid Oxforde ..
PRICES
securing
early
looking
an
morning
outing
to
on
this
an
floors,
the
for
1.95
2.50 reduced to
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL
Women'! Vicl Kid Oxfords ..
Pecos.
of the necessary adjuncts of the rink, FOR
SUMMER
NEXT WINTER.
2.35
fad.
Ibis
3.00 reduced to
latest
Is
expected
It
that
and
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfordt ..
E. V. Wilson of the Alvarado curio
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGIn
Aiouquerque
popular
Is
so
which
rooms left this morning for Kansas
2.65
3.50 reduced to
UST ONL. W. H. HAHN & CO.
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfordt..
City, the headquarters of the Harvey at present, will soon hav? another
attend.
place
to
Us
devotees
for
company.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
At the hearing yesterday morning of WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Mrs. O. N. Mar ron, w ife of the well
known local attorney, left this morn- Julian Ptrea, berore Justice Craig,
Citizen Want ad does the work.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
ing for a visit with friends and rela- the case was continued until Saturday TryA one.
morning, at the request of the attor-netives in Chicago.
ror the defendant, who is charged
WTien
purchased at F. P. Trotter'a
Bert Graham won the ball at the by Eslavlo
Vigil with obstructing the
grocery store, are aura to bring the Gold avenue howling alleys Tuesday Barelas
at the
arequia, and with extracting
night by making an average of 142
Grocery and Meat Market
right flavor to all dishes Into which for three games.
water therefrom for his own U3e, con- Champion
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
trary to the laws governing the mat?
they enter. This Is because we al
Mrs. N. H. King and Mrs. C. E. ter and without the permission of the A. choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
ways procure the best manufactured Doll, of Santa Fe. who visited the authorities. Perea denies the charges.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
We find out first what brands are re Faywood not springs, have returned
Rev. H. M. Perkins of Socorro deRemember, we handle the best
to their home at Santa Fe.
livered a lecture of an hour's duration
liable and personally guarantee them.
choice groand
Miss Lollle Under, sister of Mrs. to the Presbyterian missionary confer- meats and a full line of
Dr. Conner, returned" to the city and ence, In session at the Menaul school ceries. LOMMORI A MATTEUCCI.
will resume her position as teacher In yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock, and
the Albuquerque public schools.
again last evening at 7:30 o'clock. A
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
Mrs. Frank Murphy and children, numoer of people from the city went
AND EXCHANGED
family of Conductor
Murphy, will out to the school to hear the lecture.
Diego, Cal., where they Tine conference will continue until
leave
for
San
Offloo
Association
No. 118 and 120 South Second street will remain for a few weeks.
September 1, with lectures and adTransactions
Up-to-Da- te
Cuaraataod
Seymour Lewlnson,
representing dresses daily by different ministers
the Putney wholesale establishment and missionaries.
R,
W.
R.
Ati. Noxt Door First National Bank
J. C. Robinson, one of Chicago's ROSENFIELD'S. 118
returned from the south on a freight
20S West Cold Avnua
T. Y. MAYNARp
GEO. W. HICKOX.
prominent architects and contractors,
train late 'yesterday afternoon.
postoftice
the
beautiful
built
laBVBaKVBBi)MaaUHa
Ben. Preston, an extensive sheep and who
buyer of Fort Collins, Colo., Is in the building on Grand avenue, between
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TLMB TO
Eighth
streets,
Ninth
in Kansas
and
city for the purpose of purchasing
City, Mo., is In the city, accompanied
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSlambs from local sheep raisers.
by
his wife, for a brief visit to their
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
Conductor Geo, H. Thomas anticl
.iiss Edna Robinson, who
pates leaving the last of the week daughter, making
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
been
her htme at Santa
accompanied by his wife and mother, has
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WO.K FROM OUT
Fe for the past year, but who recently
115
for
a
to
at
visit
"US.
Seattle,
a
Wash
sister
express
pay
WAlf.
ONE
charges
OF TOWN, we
came to Aiouquerque to . meet h'tr
The Wloraan's
Temper parents.
Christian
COLORADO PHONE 74
AUTOMATIC RHONE S48
ance Union will hold a parlor meeting
Drl
Patchin. of the Whiting
Hickox-Maynat- d
at the home of Mrs. Cooper on the block, F.leftJ. this
morning for Nelson.
Highlands tomorrow afternoon at
Neb., for the purpose of accompanyo'clock.
ing Mrs. Patchin and a daughter to
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
Henry Iockhart, residing on his this city. The doctor has one daughSOUTH SECOND STREET.
ranch west of the Indian school, left ter and a son residing In Albuquerque
THE ARCH FRONT.
last evening tor El Pbbo where he now. On the doctor's return, which
will visit With relatives and friends will be about the first of the month,
for a few days.
the Patchlns will occupy the W. W.
CIprlano Baca, a lieutenant of the Clellan house on North Fourt.i street.
New Mexico Mounted police, has an- now being vacated by L. G. Rosen- nounced himself as a candidate on fleld.
the republican ticket for sheriff of T
la.k of tho flood bound trains
to pass through the city last night
Socorro wiijr,
Avenoe
Ralph Goodwin, the carpenter, re- ran into a split) switch at Glorieta
Fourth and Railroad
turned this morning from San Rafael, shortly before midnight and the enValencia county, where he has been gine and four cars, including the bagengaged In building a church for the gage, mail, smoker end day coach,
Catholics of that parish.
left the track. The trainmen and pas
Eight wagon loads of native al- sengers were well shaken up and badand you get the best
falfa were lined up along the vacant ly frightened, but no one was injured
lot In front of the Alvarado this morni- beyond a few bruises and scratches.
ng-, which, together with other huck- The wreck occurred on the siding,
ster wagons, gave the lot the appear In such a way as to not nlook traffic.
HARDWARL
ance of a market place.
John P. Lemon, government Indian
Cooper, a deputy United agent on the Hopl reservation in AriHarry
HARNESS
States marshal, in Marshal Foraker's zona, was in Albuquerque last eveing
office, was In the Capital City yester- for a brief time, en route to the agency
SADDLES
day transacting business connected from a visit with relatives and friends
with the Uniued States court, which lu different Missouri towns. Mr.
CHINA
opens In that city September 2.
Ltuon stated that as yet he had not
been advised as to the exact dates of
U Landbogt of St. Louis arrived the
snake dance this year, which was
GLASSWARE
last night and will visit his son. Jack
set for some time between
Landbogt, at Borders' undertaking es- originally
15 and 2, but which was
PLUMBING
tablishment, for a short time. The August
later itostponed at the orders of the
senior Landbogt Is 81 years of age, chief
medicine man.
and la as lively on foot as a man half
TINNING
Col. George K. Neher, Henry Wester
his age.
The Ladles' Aid 'ociety of the First felt and Fred Goldsmith, accompanied
spent
Methodist church met this afternoon by Mrs. Neher and children,
ati 2:30 o'clock, and transacted much yesterday near Alameda hunting, and
doves.
business of importance to the society. succeeded In bagging fifty-si- x
A large number of the members were Mr. Goldsmith brought back with him,
in attendance, and the session was as a reminder of the hunt, a badly
bruised right arm and shoulder, the
full of Interest.
kicking shotgun. Lunch
Mrs. F. H. Twist, of 1015 Roma result of a
was served under a large shade tree,
GO.
avenue. Is enjoying a visit from Miss presided
it
over by Mrs. Neher,
Winifred Fullerton, who arrived this consisted of almost everything and
good
morning from Los Angels. After to
eat .
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
spending a couple of weeks In Albu
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and HarIvooking well and hearty from their
querque, Mis Fullerton will continue
outing on the California coast, Mr.
to her home at Oswego, N. Y.
Mrs. M. W. Flournoy returned
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Geo. W. Anderson, the historian, re- and
evening
last
to this city, after sev
turned last night from the San Juan eral weeks spent
at the different
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
country, where he has spent several
THE
resorts. Air. Flournoy had .is
weeks gathering statistics for his his- coast
car with him and
tory of New Mexico. .Mr. Anderson Winton touringlong
tours over southmade several
says that the San Juan country Is ern
Caluornia. The machine was unvery prosperous.
401, 403 NorthlFlrst Street
115, 117 Sooth First Street
loaded at Los Angeles and Mr .and
Montague Stevens, who baa been Mrs. Flournoy made the trip overland
RAILROAD AVE.
here the past few days with Mrs. from the City of .the Angels to the
Stevens and son George, will return home of their daughter, Mrs. Andros,
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We invite
to hlg ranch In Socorro county to- at Watsonvtlle, Cal., a distance of
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
night. Mrs. Stevens and son will re over 400 miles in lour days, stopping
at Santa Barbara and a number of
coast resorts en route.
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Buy a pair of our stylish low shoei
instead of trying to get through the
n balance of the summer with your old
ones. We are closing them out and
the prices we quote are but insignifiE.
POST & COMFANY
cant compared with the satisfaction
and comfort they give. C. May's Shoe
btore, 314 west Railroad avenue.
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Coming In Piling Up

1

PERSONAL

Ol4

The New Fall

A Hundred
Shapes in

Clothing

Price Reduction on Low Shoes

,t1

.,"

Hart, Schaffner
'
Marx

well-know-

Fall Hats

HOF-BRA-

Tigers $3.00

Stetson 4.00
5.00
Knox

$15 to $30

y

.JUST RECEIVED

Simon Stern Simon Stern

Furniture, StoVes, Dishes

Enamelware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

F. F. TROTTER

Speelman

R.R.

HARDWARE

I

NORTH FIRST STREET

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

Zearmg

Furniture Dealers

try

Tlie

&

Shelf Hardware

Carpenter Tools
Enamelware
Agricultural Implements

GO.

MOWERS AND RAKES

Buy Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

Whitney Company

ALBUQUERQUE

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

HARDWARE

Mead Hay

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

I3,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

t

q rca

hjut

ts n
$2? a

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
'
Successors to

r - .1
II O
.11largest, .best selected and1 most. f.I
We are placing on display tor me fran season tne
varied line of merchandise in Clothing and Furnishings ever shown in this city. 4
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BUSINESS SUITS Grey and Neat Mixtures
KUPPENHEIMER'S CELEBRATED SUITS-ve- ry
STEIN BLOCH CO'Sn Nobby Exclusive Styles

.

$10.00 to 15.00
swell 15.00 to 22.50
18.00 to 30.00

NOTICE!

treatment.
vacation and will be in my office in
the Barnett Building. C. H. Conner,
M. D., D. O. Specialty Osteopathy.

I 19
Wet Gold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
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If you want some GOOD lights, you
better talk with Mltchner.

4- -

t.o.

llet

I

DRV worx don't have

Imperial Laundry

122
Second
4- -

weili

If you want to see the finest light
out, drop into the WJilte Klephunt to
night.
Mitchner "turnej tlie trick

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.
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OurWindow

Compartment

tit
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215 West Rallroats Avenue
M
M

CREAM

See Display
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at I'amu dleucoe.
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We do it right.
ROUGH DRY.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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Mountain excursion to l'uni Ulen-io- f.
Hear canyon, Sunday morning,
Including dinner. Tickets at
O'HlellyV
Our ROUGH

Call and see this great array of Seasonable Merchandise

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

to those desiring osteopathic
Just returned from my

to uj washed over.

J.

4

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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